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485 MEMBERS HEAR
DR. W. B. BOYD IN
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REACH 800 MARK
Officer's Sword
Is Found in Myer
Near Ft. Henry

Forrest C. Pogue Returns
To Faculty With
Ph. D. Degree

MURRAY 1$ PRAISED
FOR RAPID-GROWTH
Eighty-five nembers out of a
total of , one hundrded and fiftysix members of the Murray Chamber of Commerce met in their
first dinner meeting at the National Hotel, last Friday night,
and pledged themselves to the
_betterment pt Murray.:
The highlight of the evening
was an inspirational address given
by Dr. Willis Baxter Boyd, Nashville, Term., Who paid tribute to
Murray and its sensational growth,
and what the citizens should do to
promote its further development
He emphasized six major points
in a building program, including
a spirit of cooperation: friendliness; let me do.- it and carry the
- ball, instead of the old adage,
let George do it:, build something
unusual about your city, and tin
'world- WM -hear a path- VD your
door: such as the development of
the Nathan B. Stubblefield Park
and Murray as the birthplace of
radio; that results come from high
thinking. and simple living, ant
not ,high living and simple thinking: that business must forget the
motive of building fortunes, but
must exist to serve, mid be satisfied with a good living; and to increase the trade area. "You can't
sit down and wait for business to
• come to you, you must go out and
get it." Boyd said. To do that one
must increase the prosperity of
those in, his trade area, or increase,
their ability to buy. By Areasing the productivity, of the farms
around, the people increase their
Pictured above is an officer's
ebility te buy and increase their
short sword that was caught on
standard of living, which in the
the Tennesend makes for a happier commun- a mussellman's line in
see River last week by Roy Scarity.
borough, about 2 miles this side of
The philosophy in Boyd's speech Port Henry.
was old and the tenets were well
The sword is in a relatively good
known by all, but his .personal state of preservation. The edge is
magnetism- and his _ability as a still sharp. An inscription on the
public speaker reemphasized their top carries the name "W. J. Parvalue, and made every one there due." On the side, faintly visible,
, stop and think.
are the initials GEN. This might
Prof. G. B. Pennebaker, mem- signify that the sword was carried
ber of the board of directors was by some general in either the Union
toastmaster for the occasion, and or Confederate armies.
introduced T. T. Elk-ins, secretary
Old timers claim that this type
of the Chamber of Commerce, and of short sword with hand guard
Hart.
Maycr George
was carried by an officer in the
Mayor Hart welcomed the as- calvary or a general who carried
sembly. Following the speech anti a pistol and this type of weapon
suggestion of Secretary Elkins. the instead of rifle and bayonet. Anbody voted to have a secre,t adver- other thought, due to the location
tising committee composed of three in which this sword was found.
merchants who will pass on all ,ad- that it was. carried by a Federal
vertising. soliciting, and promotion gunboat captain and his boat was
r _schemes which cost the merchants' sunk by Confederate artillery lohundreds of 'toilers each year. Na cated on the west side of the river
merchant will be expected to con- in' or near Ft. Henry. A pistol last
tribute to thee. unless first the year was found close to this spot.
Party promoting it has the Okeh We would appreciate it if anyone
from the secret advertising commit- who has any knowledge of W. J.
tee. Ni, one will know who this Pardue, or history of the family,
, committee is, and if a proposition is would get in touch with this office.
turned down, no hard feelings can
be held towards any one individual.
Anyone wishing to Promote. such a
=propositicn must first take it to the
Chamber of Commerce. and they in
turn will give it to the secret advertising committee, who will pass ,
Calls Procedure et Administration
on its merits.
"Hitler-Methods" To
It was decided to hold similar
—
„Features'..1.1bech,—
."'Vriiiitr'sthnner- Meet-rte. -'11re'l1te
Chamber of Commerce at intervals
Taking his campaign into the
so that a spirit cf fellowship and
communities
of
cooperation will continue to exist MoUntain-farm
Eastern Kentucky, John Young
at all times.
Brown, candidate for the DemoThose in attendance- Friday night cratic Gubernatorial nomination, in
Included R. 41. Falwell, J. H. a speech at Cynthiana Wednesday
Shackleford.. Price Lassiter, Mrs.
severely criticicized the present
Price Lassiter. T. T. Elkins, G. B.
Administration's''-'H itle rPennebaker, W. B. Boyd. George State
Method" of supporting the civil
Hart Rudolph Thurman, A. C.
liberties of State ernpTOYees.
Wells. T. L. Smith. T. H. Stokes,
Referring te his address at FrankTremon - -Beale, Mrs. Dan Hart.
Brown,
Mrs. Mike Farmer. Miss Effie Wat- fort last Saturday, Mr.
and former
. (in. Mary Russell Williams, Claude former Congressman
J.: Miller. T."b. Turner, Grover Speaker of the Kentucky House
Wood James, li....1..Fenton, W.'T. of Representatives, charged the
Sledd. Jr.. E. C. Jones. W. B. Gil- State Administration had told each
bert. Hunter Love, Chas. Hire. W. State employee if they attended his
Mtry Ci Markwell, • Otry -spealting at the Old' Capitol grounds
Paschall. Oda McDaniel, Chas. Saturday. They jrneeclen't Show tiD
Stewart. Fleetwood Crouch, Duck for work Monday."
"The methods being used by the
Jones, Foreman Graham, Humphreys Key. Mrs. Ethel Key, Mrs. State administration, of which my
W. P. Roberts. A. L. Rhodes, Writ. opponent, is the second to comPackman. Graves Hendon. J. I. mand," the former Congressman
Fox, Paul B. Gholson. G. B. Scott, stated, "diStinctly.,isn't the Amen'Mrs. Gladys Scott, Thomas Banks, can way." "When a free American
A. B. Austin. Everett Jones, Solon citizen is prevented from attending
Shackleford, L. D. Miller, Chas. a political meeting through fear of
S. Montgomery, Hugh Melugln. Dr. loss of job or loss of business, or
and Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mr. and is forced to attend a political meetMrs. Wells Overbey, Dr. F. E. ing through the same fear .
then
Crawford, 't. T. Rushing. Bryan the civil liberties guaranteed in a
Tolley, Frank . Albert Stubblefield; De,mocracy are violated and the
John-S. Neal, J. Gingles Wallis. methods employed are „the .same
Herschel Corn, Vernon Hale. W. B. methods employed by Hitler and
Parker. H. B. Bailey. Dewey Rags- other European dictators."
dale. T. C. Arnett, .Niek Hutson,
- Tom L. Mc'Elrath, Nat Ryan
Hughes, Kirk A. Pool, Mrs. 'Kirk
A., Pool, A. W. Parker, Ray Treon.
Retu'esentative C. .A. Hale said
"E. B. Howton, Dr. Hugh McElrath,
Efliett M. Wear, Loren Adams. Dr. today he will, be a candidate for
• Winfred Hutson," Vernon Stubble, reelection to the Kentucky House
field, Jr., Joe T. Parker, J. r" oT Iteprestritatives In the August
Thurman. Ronald Churchill. Dr. primary election.
His formal announcement will
A. D., Butterworth," and Dr. B. F.
Berry.
appear in an - early issue.
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From Gibbs Family

Would Reduce TVA to a
State patrolmen in this district
After 10 Months
Specific Territory
this week began arranging with
In Mid-South
circuit court clerks to set in moJess Gibbs, well known-tallok
tion driving and mental examina- way farmer and transfer man, has
tions for applicants for motor ve- asked the Ledger di Times to ex- MIGHT KEEP PADUCAH
hicle operators' licenses and to ex- press his appreciaton to ell the
FROM GETTING POWER
amine those persons who now have people of.„,Murray and the county
applied for license and have not who kindly .signed the petition a
WASHINGTON, June 15—The
yet undergone tests.
few months ago asking that orTennessee Valley Authority lost
Patrolmen Walter Shankle, Ful- phan twins taken from him by
a bitter fight late Tuesday when
ton, and R. L. Hagen, Paducah, the state be restored to him and
the House approved a measure
Will devote full time to this task his wife.
placing drastic limitations on its
until it is completed. They will .The Gibbs boarded the twins
future operations.
be assisted by Patrolmen Charles for some time: and gave them a
TVA supporters said the action
Adams, Harry Crawford and Will- real home, but had not adopted
iam Chumley.
These five re- them. A few- months ago the "sounded the death knell" of a
$78,600,000
contract for ‘TVA purturned Saturday from Louisville state board ordered they be turnwhere they attended a two-weeks ed over to another couple in an- chase of Tennessee Electric Power
school for examination of appli- other part cf the state who wish- Company properties.
Despite
Representative
May's
cants for operators' licenses.
ed to adopt them.
Naturally, the Gibbs hated to assertion that the amended bill
Sergeant U. T. Hughes of this
would not affect Paducah, Ky.,
district, with headquarters in May- give them up, and a petition was from getting TVA power, Rep.
field, today said that as soon as circulated in this county_ by their Sparkman„ (D.-Ala.), said the
the offices of the circuit clerks in friends asking _the Governor and Kentucky city would be eXcluded
this district were given instruc- the state board to intervene and because it was not In the Tennestions, examinations would be held award the sustody of the children see drainage basin as defined in
in the entire distirct. InfOrmation to, the .pibbs*, who were willing the amendments.
will be published as to when and- to adopt them'.
The House voted to reduce,from
where exams will be held.
So far such action has not been
Sergeant Hughes said those who taken, and Mr. Gibbs wants every- $191000,0110 to' 1165000,000, a bond
already have operators' licenses do one to know how much he appre-. issu,, to be floated ta finance the
wrote_in amendment* to
nof need' to take the examinations ciates the efforts of his friends 441at present, but that the new edict -in his and, the twins' behalf. Mr. a Senate bill to restrict TVA to a
applied to those' becoming of age Gibbs still, has hopes of securing specific territory in the mid-south
and prohibit it from reimbursing
recently and those who have slips the children again.
states and counties for tax' losses
from circuit clerks in the state
suffered
through retirement
of
which bear the, phrase "subject to
private utilities from 'he area.
examination."
Bonds Not
C. L. Miller, Calloway circuit
The bonds authorized for issu•
court clerk, said today all new apance under the House measure, a
plicants for motor vehicle operacomplete change from the Senate
tors' license will be required to
bill, would be obligations of the
take an exerriinatiort before a lifederal agency, but would not
cense can be issued to them.
carry the guarantee of the U. S.
New applicants are those pergovernment.
sons who have not any time
Final passage of the legislation
been licenses in the state of Ken- Chamber of Commerce Also came on a voice vote. Immediately
tucky and those who cannot probefore the final action, the House
Appoints Secret Adduce satisfactory evidence that
voted, 191 to 167, to substitute its
vertising Unit
been licensed in the state of Kenown amendments for the' Senate
tucky. A Kentucky license card
bill.
or a copy of the applicant's orig- INDUSTRIAL SURVEY
The House legislation, carried to
inal application for a previous
• CEPS UNDER WAY passage by a coalition of Republicense will be considered satislicans and Democrats opposed to
factory evidence. If a person aim
public power sales, 30 revised the,
Problems of Murray merchants $100.000.000 Senate proposal that
produce satisfactory evidence that
he has previously been licensed will resolve for solution henceforth administration leaders said there
in Kentucky, he will not be re- upon a committee appointed from was no prospect of favorable Senquired to take the examination at their ranks by the Murray Chamber ate action.
this time.
of Commerce, it was announced
Representatives Sparkman
Patrolman W. 0. Shankle, state today by Chamber of Commerce Ala.),
Rankin
I D.-Miss.). and
highway examiner for calloway Secretary, T, T. Elkins.
Chandler (D.-Tenn.), supporters of
county, notified Miller that the
the
TVA.
said "this action means
Members of the committee dre
law went into effect in this coun- Luther T. Robertson, chairman the Tepco deal cannot be consumty Tuesday of this week, and he
mated,
and
that -duplicating muniwill be in Murray every Thursday. Harry I. Sledd. vice-chairman; cipal distributiori systems will be
beginning June 22, to examine all Robert Jones, Loren Adams, Ed built—this means destruction of
new applicants for licenses. He Diuguid, Bryan Tolley, Everett., investments of Tepco stock holdadvised all new applicants report- Jones, and Vernon Hale.
ers.,"
Principal among factors to be
ing for examinations to have a
Hits Power Trust
licensed operator with them and considered by the merchant's com- _."The friends of the power trust,"
to see that their car is in good mittee will be the question of clos- Chandler charged. "have stabbed
condition as it will be inspected ing dates and hours, with a pro- public power investors in the vitas to brakes, lights. etc.
gram set up in advance pertaining als"
Appointments for examinations to holidays and other such annual
On the other hand, Representawill be made at the office of the events.
tive May (D.-Ky.), declared that
Circuit Court Clerk.
It was pointed out by commerce TVA had set out to "confiscate
The 1939-40 operators license officials that in selecting the -tom:
and destroy" the private power
have not yet arrived in this coun- mittee they had endeavored to have company and had forced it to
ty-.
a representative group for each make the $78.000,000 sale contract
type of business.
with "its back to the wall." He
Group meetings of all merchants declared that now rvA directors
will be held at intervals during "have thelr eyes on Cincinnati, on
St. Louis. on Louisville, Ky."
the year, Elkins said..
Under the House measure, TVA's
In conjunction with business activity in Murray, the Chamber of power sales would be restricted to
Commerce named a secret adver- territories now served, plus the tertising committee, the duty of which ritories served by Tepco and 27
producing states prospects for rye Excessive Drought Harasses will be to consider and then ap- counties in North Alabama and
Mississippi where TVA has been
are now 40 per cent lower than
prove or reject all advertising soMost of Nation Ducing
negotiating for other private powthey were a month ago an dthe
licitations in Murray outside of
Spring
properties. All other operaEarly
er
average yield per acre in the
local newspapers or motion picture
tions would be restricted to terricountry, as a, whole is expected to
houses.
tory drained by the Tennessee
be one of the lowest ever har- below average in condition on
Beginning its industrial survey, a
vested. Considering all crops, re- June 1 except in about a dozen special committee in a meeting to- River.
Another provision would subject
ports on prospects on June 1 were states, most of which are in the day outlined plans for a survey
quite generally lower than the central and lower Mississippi Val- booklet which it will distribute TVA's accounts to review of the
general
accounting office.
rather favorable reports received ley and the Southeast. The grasses throughout Murray. After each
David Lilienthal, TVA director
a year ago, and for the country as ordinarily cut for wild hay have member of the Chamber of Coma whole thee averaged about 7 suffered severely. Early cuttings merce has received a copy. others and target of several Republican
per cent lower. The chief areas of alfalfa have been reduced in will be distributed to industrial attacks during debate on the proposal, had expressed vigorous obreporting crops betteg, than a year the West and timothy and clover
plants seeking new locations.
jections to the amendments.
ago were eastern New Mexico and still lack adequate rainfall in
The House amendments now
the lower Cotton Belt.
much of the Northeast . In some
goes gack to the Senate, which
.Vtensive areas, including some sections where a shortage of hay
Mrs. Myers Returns
can ask for a conference of cornwhlh still lack adequate reserves is threatened, the acreages of
mitteerhen from the two houses
To Her Profession
of soil moisture, report late crops sorghums, sudan grass or of soymaking Lair growth at the pres- beans for hay may be increased.
As Murray Beautician in an -effort to adjust differences.
The original proposal- for a TVA
ent time and favorable weather but in most areas -large supplies
issue ° grew out of agreecould still result in crop yields in of hay from last- year's crop are
Mrs. R. A. Myers, who for many bond
reached by Wendell Winkle,
ments
the country as a whole fully equal still on hand and no shortage of years was manager of the Mrs.
to thcse usually secred. On the hay is feared. The surplus, how- Myers Beauty Shop in the People's pirsident of the Commonwealth
other hand. with Weather no more ever, will be less in evidence than Savings Bank building. is now con- anti Southern Corporation, to sell
favorable than In average years, it was last year. At present it nected with the Jean Weeks Beau- the C. di S's Tennessee properties
crqp yields are likely to be rather would seem that. counting both ty Salon, Mrs. Weeks announced to. TVA and associated municipalities including Nashville and
low in the Dakotas, Nebraska, production and carry-over, the today...
Chattanooga. Tenn.)
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas, and total supply of hay per unit of
last
fall
who
retired
Mrs. Myers,
The deal involved a payment of
only fair in an even larger addi- livestock wintered will be about
from active beauty service, is now $45,000,000 by TVA. the balance by
tional area. The excellent pros- 8 per cent above the 10-year averappointment and ex- the cities and other - retail power
ready
for
any
pects reported from a number of age as compared with 20 per cent
With tends an invitation to all . of her distributors.. The agreement callStates lest year are nowhere In above average last year.
visit her in her new ed for closing the deal by the end
sight at present.
drought threatening in some areas friends to
with Mrs. Weeks.
of this month and consummation
Considering all factors likely to and less feed in the pastures, a location
hinged on' congressional action auaffect production, including the repetition of last year's heavy
thorizing TVA to issue bonds for
grasshoppers already appearing in carry-over •does not now. seem
Lynn Grove and Coldwater acquisition of generating systems.
ige numbers in the Dakotas and probable.
•
To Meet in Softball Clash
City Opposes Exclusion
The prospective supply of feed
states, the areas which on
Paducah's two ranking officials.
•
June
re Most seriously threat- grain also appears smaller than it
Grove
and
Coldwater
Lynn
Edgar T. Washburn •and
The
Mayor
ened wit ....extensive failure of did a month ago. Oats and barcrops and pastures centered in ley have been damaged beyond independent softball teams will City Manager L. V. Bean, went on
west central Karraas. in western full recovery in some important open their season Sunday, afternoon record Monday (night opposing
Smith Dakota and 'around San producing areas, particularly west at 2:30 o'clock' on the Coldwater any move, to exclude Paducah
of the Mississippi. The ferecast diamond. M. Sttil-y. ace hurler of from the benefits of the Filberts-,
Antonio in south central Texas.
As a result-of the spring 'drought, of rye production shows a reduc- semi-pro fame will be on the vine Dam under cobstriietion near
there has been a rather extensive. tion of••12,000,000 bushels which mound for the Lynn Grove ag- here.
"It is my opinion." declared
change in the hay and pasture sit- will !Ave less available for feed. ,gregation..
The teams are composrd of foe- Mayor...Washburn, "that the Tenuation. Some western ranges have Corn shcAvs uneven stands in some
been helped by recent rains, but sections but production is still mer high school and amateur stars nesve Valley Authority is going
so large a part of the range -area dependent primarily "on weather of the 10-man game. Keen rivalry to cs3nstruct this dam so as to renis wcpected to present a ,gpst game der service in adjacent territory. •
still lacks adequate rainfall that in the months ahead.
which should be an interesting one
present prospects do not appear
for the spectators.
See HOUSE PLACES. Page 6)
(See SUMMARY, Page ill
favorable., Farm pastures were
•

COMMITTEE TO AID
IN SOLUTIONS OF
MURRAY PROBLEMS

Routing of U. S: 62 Through
Gilbertsville Site is Mapped

Murray:Quartet to
Sing Over Paducah
Radio Unit WPAD

Summary of Prospects For State and National
Agriculture Is Given By the Economics Bureau
Brown Flogs State

Leaders in Speech

Ilk

C. A. liale to Run

Wheat Crop is Smaller;
Orchard Production
Is Irregular

ples 51: peaches 34; and pears 29.
The acreage and condition of tobacco, corn, and tither...crops, will
be reported as of July 1.
United States General Crop Report
Kentucky's crop conditions June
As qf June 1. 1939
1 indicated a probable production
A material and widespread deof wheat smaller than in 1968 but cline in crop prospects occurred
materially larger than the 10 year during May as a result of abnoraverage; rye slightly less than mally hot and dry weather over a
average, hay and pasture were large part of the country. The
not quite so rank as a year ago drought conditions, which affected
but were materially above aver- practically all states at some time
age; and condition of oats was during the month and which for
lower than either last year or av- a while apepared very threatening
erage; according to, the -crop -re- in many of the Central- States,
port for Kentucky issued today by were substantially relieved late in
the Louisville office of H. F. May and, large areas were helped
Bryant, Kentucky Statistician, for by further good rains in early
the U.S. Bureau of Agricultural June. These rains, even though
Economics. Tree fruits in this they have not -restored normal
state are exceedingly irregular, moisture conditions in much of
some orchards having fair crops the dry area, aided germination
and others almost. total failure.
and markedly improved pepspects
Conditions Jtthe 1 indicated the for corn, sorghums and other late
crops. GeaS3 hay crops, 1:TaStUre".S.
in_,Zentucky
probable production
of about 5,486.000 bus, of wheat ranges. cats and barley were also
compared to 8.280.0000 in 1938. and helped, but they had already been
rt so much that full recovery is
an annual average of 4.623.000 bus.
be expected.
1928-37; and about 196.000 bus, of
As m
ured by the damage that
rye compared to 225.000 bus. last
occurred
of
204.000
r to June 1, the
year and an average
is year does 'not
bus, for the previous 10-years. Con- spring drought
ith the disditions of Kentucky wheat June 1 compare in severit
1934. but
indicatk an average yield of estrous early drought
y as
about 13 bus, compared to 15 bus, it appears to have been
a year ago and a 10-year average extensive and severe as the e
1928-37 of 13.6 bus.; while rye Con- droughts of any other years. The
dition indicated an average yield reports received on the condition
of about 11.5 bus, compared to 12.5 of individual field crops on June
bu-s, ayear ago and a 10-year June 1 showed averages for hay crops,
1 average indication of 10.8. Con- farm pastures, barley, and oats,
dttion of oats in--Kentucky June 1 slightly tourer than in any past
was 70% compared to 80 a year seasons except 1934, and the June
ago and a 10-year average 1928-37 copditien of Western ranies was
of 72; while barley conditiok was reported lower than in past seas
80 compared to 88 a year af5, and sons. except 1934 awl 1937. The
a 10-year average of 76 on June forecast for winter wheat is 523,I. Condition of Kentucky's tame 431.000 bushels or 20000.000 lapshels
hay June 1 averaged .78% this' below prospects a month ago and
year compared to 82 a year ago, 7 per cent below average. Spring
and a 10-year average of 72; tim- wheat shows a low condition and
othy and clover hay averaged 76" prospects for a rather heavy loss
June 1; alfalfa 86; pasture 82; ap- of acreage.- In the four principal
•
•
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With 540 students enrolled Wednesday morning in "the college
proper and with a total estimated
t 625 for the entire summer term,
Murray State's registration has increased more than 30 per cent over
that of last summer. President
Richmond announced in the first
chapel of the summer term Wednes.day.
Including the 175 in the Training
School, at least 800 students will
be on the campus this summer.
The enrollment represents the largest in recent years and one of the
largest in history for the summer.
Summer registration began Monday, June 12, with Saturday, June
17, listed as the final day for credit
the first session. The second 5-week
session begins July 17 and registration will be concluded July 23.
In welcoming the new and old
students, Dr. Richmond announced
that the 540 students enrolled represented an increase of 100 more
than the total registration a year
ago. He said the fall and spring
semestei'S had likewise shown an
increase of 30 per cent over the
preceding year.
'Around the world, across the seven se.iii,-In high po"We are closing one of the finest Fsition 43; in the straits of circumstances, there is none that
years the college has ever enjoyed,"
can take his place on Father's Day. Where there is hope
the president summarized.
He presented to the asembly there is father, and where there is father there is hope.
three new members of. the faculty.
Let him know Sunday he!s still to you the grandest
Dr. F. C. Pogue (returned). Misa one of all.
Louise Davis returned). and Prof.
Flavius Wyman.
President Richmond reminded
the students of the rules regarding
chapel and class attendance.
The Rev. Carroll Hubbard,'pastor
of the Memorial Baptist church of
Murray, conducted the devotional,
stressing the significance of flag
A preliminary line for a Gil- the Tennessee river over the top
day. He urged his hearers to revere
bertsville route of U.S. Highway of Gilbertsville dam. -A bridge
the "stars 'and stripes."
62, which-will allow tourists and will, be built across the CumberAlso on the stage. were; The Rev.
travelers to pass over the Gil- land river, which is only a few
E G. Hamlett, who is conducting bertsville dam, has almost been miles from the Tennessee at Gila revival at the Methodist church, completed by the State Highway bertsville, and the new U.S. 62
and the Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, Department. according ..to Jerry will join the old route at Kuttapastor of ,that church.
rt:
Speats, district engineer.
Spears said that the state highSpears said the entire ropte from way department plans to black
Kuttawa to 'Sharpe has been top the gravel road which now
marked, with the exception of ap- serves traffic to Gilbertsville, and
proaches on. each side of the pro- added that we hope to do the
posed TVA dam across the Ten- work this year."
nessee river.,
"We are waiting for some information from the TVA." Spears ex-A band composed of members plained. "As soon as we get the
of .the Hazel High School chapter information we want we will finof the Future Farmers of Ameri- ish the survey and start work of
ca will broadcast over Radio Sta- acquiring rights-of-way."
The information desired. Spears
tion WPAD from Paducah SaturThe Murray Quartet, a group of
day afternoon from 1:30 until explained, is on plans Mr' the lo2:00, according 'to an announce- cation of the giant dam, so the spiritual singers made up of Veswill
know ter Orr, baritone; Chester Marine,
ment by FFA sponsor, Carrnon highway engineers
first tenor; John Key, second tenParks, head of the agriculture de- where to stake the approaches.
partment of the Hazel school.
The new route will leave U. S. or and manager; and Jesse Key,
The band is composed of Ed 68 at ,a_ point near Sharpe, just bass, will sing over a broadcasting
Miller. Joe Parker, Johnny Owen. over the McCracken Minty line in hookup frOM Station WPAD Sunand
James Marshall Overcast. Marshall county, Spears said. It day morning at 9 o'clock, it was
Professor Parks will accompany will. run almost directly east 'to announced today.
the group to Paducah for the pro- Gilbertsville. where .present plans
The quartet will be accompanied
gram.
pall for the highway to run across at the piano by Mrs. Vester Orr.

Hazel FFA Band
To- Be - Featured
On Radio Program

el qn

STATE PATROLMEN House Places Limitations On
TO TEST DRIVERS Future Works of The TVA
HERE NEXT WEEK
Jess Gibbs Thanks CONGRESSMAN MAY
Charlie' Adams Attends
Friends For Efforts IS MAIN SUPPORTER
School of Instruction
In Louisville
In Twins' Behalf
'DEATH KNELL BILL'
CLAUDE MILLER TO
SET EXAM DATES State Board Takes Children

"Honor Thy Father..

J. H. RICHMOND IS
IN CHARGE OF CHAPEL

Dr. G. B. Pennebaker Is
Toastmaster for Group
At National Hotel
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Chamber of Commerce Has SUMMER STUDENTS
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Puryear Route 3

Puryear Route One

ing it very hard for a farmer to
get a crop to growing.
The tightt land permits the plantMr. and Mrs. Cole Parker spent
filled
ing of lots of winter wheat and it 'The Rev. R. F. Gregory
Oak Stinday with Mr. and ,Mrs. Ber-e .
Kirkland. Texaa iegathered early enough to plant a his regular appointment at
Brown and children. •
nerd
Grove Saturday and Sunder
June 12. 1939 cotton crop.
and Mrs. Chester euiene
Mr.
Jackson
1T55t
ranches
The here town of Childress was 'There is still a few
baby visited Mr. and Mis
•eaanized in 1887. a little western Childress county. The Buckle L. visited a while Sunday afternoon and
and children Stind
Boyd
Willie
mown with few- inhabitants, cow Crews, and the Smith ranch own- velfh Odie Morris and family.
Visits Are Also Numerous;
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Poke, •
irails for roads. purees- to tavel on. ed by three brothers and operated
Mr. and Mrs. ttafford 'Story atInteresting Programs Are
and dug.or > ta live
by Jack Smith.
tended church services at Oak visited Sunday with Miteeend Mis.
Jackson.
Heard at Socials
The land was sandy fertile soil
The Texas and Oklahoma wolf Grove Sunday and visited me. Conway
after
covered in grass, and thousands of bunters had their annual hunt on and
Mrs. Talbert Story
Miss Pearl Jackson ,was
cattle,
deer, and buffalo grazed The Smith Ranch last September church
urday night guest of
Elder S. A. and Mrs. RusJtjer
services..
took the junior group to Pine
and will be held there again this
visited Brenda Clayton.
Morris
Martha - Nell
The first court house burned year.
Bluff last Sunday for an outing.
Kenneth Merrell visited Mr. and
Juanita Jackson Sunday.
Hikes and games were enjoyed
October 21. 1891, befo6s the first
birthday
Mr. and \Mrs. Hen Byars and Mrs. Raymond Jackson and daughfifty-first
Childre,s'
term of court was over. It was celebration will be held in Chil- daughter. tnez. Rania Sue Morris. ters Sunday.
After dark a bountiful lunch was
served around a campfire after
rebuilt as stein as it could be put dress July 18. The Light Crust Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Jackson and
Marshall Clayton and daughte
whieti marshmallows were toasted.
up and, was torn down in 1938 Dough.litcys will be
-*Tele - and Mrs. !Manuel Paschall Brenda Maye, Dortha Jepe .a
and a larger, mere modern court
attended Tommie Faye spent Suntlay
who
those
among
were
Those present Included Eid. and
with
Thanks for listening.
home is taking its place. The
Mrs_ S. A Huskier. Mr. 'and ?des.
the singing at South Pleasant Mr. and Mrs. Burton Jackson and
walls are rapidly seem tes no
grove Sunday.
S. A. Tucker, Arlene. Leo, and MIS Meets Tuesday
Air& LeL. Parker,,
daughter.
Dwane Tucker. Helen Brawn', LilKirkland. Texas
Mr. awl Mreeetollon Byars. Miss
Cotton *as the main crop some
LowelL Calboon visited Sunday.-The Wornatee -Mieitionary- -3o.
Hbute -Otte
Heti: Bettie -and Martin - Howard.
dora N1Id'Mre-andittrse- 2.
few- years later as it is reit. Then
church_
evening with Rex Jackson.
it was planted and 'cultivated with
Mr. and Mrs. A. E Roars. A. E.. cietyof tâ:Bawl--Baptist
L, Swann were Sunday dinner
the
at
Tue. ay 'afternoon
Claytcn and
Lucin4
Dorothy
Junior and Lloyd Simon Roane.' met
geese; of Mr. and Mrs. Arlis
teams lin& picked. No burrs were
presJackson visited Friday night with- Six of these juniors leave next church wi h nine members
allowed in the cotton as the gin
Byars.
ent.
Tuesday for rest of this month
couldn't get them out, it ruined a
Glad to report little Cherry Gal Pearl and Bobbie Jackson,
Mrs. Dick Miller was in charge
to be in the junior camp at the
sample. Well when it was ginParks, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Estelle' Clayton spent the
A graphic illustration of the chain stores' part in the nationwide
Tell
to
Wee
"I
program.
the
of
and
Hart
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Chickasaw National Park near
ned the farmer put it in his wagMarvin Parks is some improved. past week with Mr. and Mrs.
"Use More Butter" campaign last winter recently was presented to
openthe
as
Story."
used
the
was
HarMrs.
and
Mr.
and
children,
Henderson. Tenn.
on. and unloaded it at home. He
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuykendall. Chester Canady of near BucFrank C. Wright, right, secretary of the Dairy Products Association
ing hymn followed by the dekept it until he had got out 4 or vey Stevens enjoyed a fish fry at Mr. and Mrs. Boss Darnell were hanan.
of Kentucky and of the Kentucky Committee for Increased Use of
votional.
Sunday.
River
Tennessee
the
'5
bales;
it
then
was loaded on a
Sunday dinner guests of -Mr. and
Miss- Ina Mae Garner -spent
and
Dairy Products. by Joe T. Lovett, managing director, Kentucky Chain
The
Great Commission
Miseellaneosi Siemer
wagon and hauled to "theclosest
Mr. Ind Mrs. Charlie Paschall Mrs. Add Paschall.
Saturday night and Sunday as the
Chief Aims of the WMU and MisStores Bureau.
and
Story
sailroad
for
at
which
Talbert
was
Mrs.
us
Bobby
and
ChilMr.
granddaughter,
social
little.
and
planned.
beautifully
guests of Miss Robbie Lee Jacksionary Education of the Young
Both chain and independent stores throughout America cooperated i dress, a distance of 22 miles. The
Nell Evans, were Sunday afternoon Mrs. Add Paschall visited a while son.
.ealere of last Seek was a miecel- Peeple" was the topic for disire efforts to reduce the surplus storage stocks of butter amounting to
entire family went along, There callers of Mr. and Mrs. John Rob- Sunday efternoun with Mr. and
laneous shower given on last Wed- cussion. Those taking part gave
Those who visited In the home
75.000.000 pounds and achieved an increase of 5.8 per cent in the
was no place to leave the kids erts.
Met Odie Morris.
nesdae afternoon by. Mrs. Danes interesting talks.
of Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Jackson
national -butter consumption over corresponding periods the year
and mother must go along to buy
Mrs. Hancey Kuykenand
'Mr.
and
Evans
Clifton
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Clanton and sister. Mrs. Olga KelSunday WCI•ti Mr. and Mrs.. BurAfter the ,,program a short bus,before.
clothes to last a year.
little son. Charles William visited dell and _suns, James Howard and ton Boyd and children, Mr. and
ly Freemon. at Mrs. Clanton's at.meeting was.__presided - over
Dairy
Month
National
on
groups,
again
These
are
collaborating
Mr.
of
callers
Sunday
very
were
is,
Hassel
alien
who
thietive home m South
When we got to town the team, her. Evan's mother
Mrs. Louise Merrell of Springfield
by Mrs_ W.-B., Milstead, president.
during June.
street, in honor Of Mrs. William
wagon, and kids were left in the sick at the home of her daughter, and Mrs. Leroy. Kuykendall.
Tenn., Kenneth- Sterrett of Coe
After the eleeting song. "Sweet
a
spending,
is
Morris
Scott,
Sue
Mr.
Rama
and"
Mrs.
Scott,
Osbrun a recent bride.. A eum- Hour of Prayer." Mrs. A. M. HawEdward
wagon yard. Dad sold the cetton,
•tralia. Ill. Sunday afternoon guest,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McRee at- week with her grand-parents, Mr. were Mr. and Mrs. Burton Jackber of games and contests were ley gave the benediction. gave mother the money and she
enjoyed throughout the efterneon.
and Boyce Edgar
Rose. Rudy
bought. groceries and dry goods, tended. church at Morning Stsade and Mrs. Ben Byars.
son and daughter Dorothy. Mrs
They
ebe, honoree received a collecBrenda May Key visited .rover
church- 4onday.
Kee's. Durris.. and, Sue Jones..
up, and headed home. It Baptist
Matte Barnhill and little daughter-,
Groups Hold Regalar Meetings
tion of lovely gifts._
and Mrs J. V. Hill,- Mcs. Stanley
usually took about 24 hours to were dinner guests of Mn. Lee the week end with Dorothy Orr. Mr. and Mrs. William Barinhill.
more than make the trip.
had
Mildred Nance N,isited Willie
have
We
After the gifts had been:Ann-reigJames:
and Mr. and Mrs Porndrkks.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Jackson anti •
The .Suebearit 'Band and the ter Thompson.
enough !sin the past week but
ned and admired. lovely TeffresffMrs. Taman (Pete; Yalentine Orr over the week-end.
New our cotton is planted with
Marshall Clayton and children.
Royal Ambassadors met at the
suppose we will take the weather tractors, ginned and sold at home. and children visited Meg. Fannie
Mrs. Leman. Wilson visited relamasts were served to-the
Mr. and Mrs. William Barnhill
Baptist,' church Tuesday afternoon'
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over
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Paducah
attended
and
night
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Hart
mother
a
once
of
year
Instead
Miss Mare Alice Morris. who
artd 'Mrs. 'Mahe Barnhill and
end.
Mrs. Claude White, Mrs. William at 4 o'cl, ck and held their' regs works in
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at
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she
day
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to
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gets
There
the
spent
Mayfietd.
dinner
were "Sunday
daughter
Osbron. An-a Dunn. "Bettie James. ular monthly meetings. Mrs. H. I. week-end in the home of her par- ness around but most are better likes.
"Aunt Missouri" Warier' returned
day.
,guests of Mr. and 'Mrs. Burton
Martha Vance. Marjorie Duerr. Neely was in charge. of the• pro- ents.
his home frcm Detroit, Mich., SaturRotrineeri visited
Hafford
seen in
Mrs. Lula Lynn is improvno
now.
are
longer
Morris,
Caller
I).
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Jackson.
. Sadie Neil Brandon. Verna ,-White. kram.
ing. Mrs. William Grubbs is im- herds but two or three in the' daughter, ,' Mrs. Demoy Roberts, day where she had been visiting
and family.
Miss Pearl Jackson visited Miss
Gracie Wilcox. Mrs'. J. E. !Little-' A short scng service was enjoyher children
proving from a tonsilectomy list farmers' eudan or wheat pastures. and Mr. Roberts Sunday.
Lucite and Brenda Mae Clayton
in.
was
of
leadthe
Murray_
be
given
ROgerS.,
was
- Paul
• ton. Mrs Ire, Morgan, Mrs. W. V. ed.- Prayer
Ward
Trenton
visitand
Lovie
returned
Robinson
n
y
01
r
a
C
is
Vickers
Lina
Miss
Tuesday.
Houses are 'as close as a half
Monday evening.-Mocking Bird
er followed by song "Praise -Aim, Hazel Sunday' as -the guest of
-James. eire -Charlie Denham.
home Sunday after spending sev- ed in the home of Mrs. Mary
-is at ,the right sick. Hope all will soon be mile awe No trees are seen exMiss. Mary Alice Mon
Mrs. Claude Anderson. Mtee-T. Praise Him.Hutchens Sunday.
Mrs.
sister,
days
her
eral
with
is
this
the
feeling
Seems
around
better.
like
trees
scrub
few'
cepta
Chiropratitic: sue setesee SIM
. S. Herron. Ann Herron. Mrs Floyd . A short playlet was given by home of her parents., Mr. and Mrs. one of the busiest times of the houseste Windmills draw our water D'emoy Roberts. .
Mr. and tdre. Cleris Wilson' were
makes people well and
• M. Fudge.' Mrs. Errett Dick. Mre eight of the> children. • After the J. 0. Morrie
rr, and Mrs. Alvin McRee and afternoon guests Sunday of -Mr.
year and most all oyer work and supply, hastead of earth tanks. Inan-offering-vea& uelreire
happy.
":"Dtho Terra. "Sattereselett
. "Mr. and--Mrs: -Cheelle Wicker- over eat when the stew vegetables eteadent oil' lamps -tots of peocrie -ehtltireie-Mete-Leselamere -and Mr- ,spet- Mrs.. Telhert Story.
Volene Clayton: closed the pro- and little daughter. Delores. were
• Mrs. Ben White. Mrs. Olga Free.
Some few farmers of this cornare here.
have- wind chariers, pulling their and Mrs. Bill Jones were Sunday
DR. W. C. OAKLEY '
grain
prayer.
with
man_ Mrs. I). C. Clanton, Mrs. K.
Murray visitors Saturday.
afternoon callers of Mr. and Mrs. Munity have cut their wheat.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stem and radios and lights:
Chiropractor
Two visitors and 14 children
G. Dunn. Mrs., FL I. Neely, Mrs.
Mrs. Jim Thompson whs was sons and Miss Elipsbeth ThornpMr.- and Mrs. Clyde Scarbrough
We must use oil orecoal for fuel. -Murray James and children. Murray
1 909 West Main
present_
were
two
hospital
Eca Curd.
letrriedeen-s- Murray
.
-Come on eCtodhcpper and write and children visited over the week
eon were Sundler-cEnlier gues of
AS the land is irr cultivation
In. P. Al.
Mrs. Leohard Garrett Frances
weelte• ago for 'an :operation. re Mr. and Mrs. J.' N. Jehnson.
welt Mr. Scarbrough's silts' Murray:Mon.. 'Wed., &
and sand storms are very diss your -news. you **We tater slip
Benton: Tues., Thur.. & Sat.
Curd. Mrs. N. • P. Hendricks, No- eMr. And Mee. Thompson
turned to her home - Sunday.
-Huniming Bird
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and agreeable in the springtime, mak.- dropper Tenn. Hillbilly
vella Hurt, Mrs. Paul Dailey. Lisle
Entertain
-Mr. and Mrs. Sam:, Garrott, of son were Sunday diniier guests
Paschall. Bradie White, Roberta
McKenzie. Tenn.. were .guests of of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Thompson relatives in Haiel Sunday..
Brandon, Madelyn Lamb. Mildred
A largeecrowd attended-preachthe
on
ehome
enterrained
their
at
'Jones. Mrs. Shannon Ellis. Mrs.
L K. Pinkley. Nashville. spent ing at New Providence Sunday
old Puryean:Croadand road with Sunday afternoon . visiting Hazel
-Stark Erwin. _Mrs leslie
afternoon. -Brother Norman. 'de.
Mrs. Memos - Ellie.. beia Sue a family 'reunion dinner list Sun- friends. .
livered a splendid sermon. Quite
Hardin, a few vie:tors present.
Hendricks Jirerne Paschall. Mer- rise .111 honor of •Mr. - Thompson's,- - 'Mr. and, Mee , C. W
mos . Lamb. . Murl .Junes. eilazet sister. Mrs: Stanley 'Hendricks of the .latter jorinerly Miss Elizabeth_
Our protracted meeting. will beJones. Mrs. Alice Jones. Mrs. H. C. Missouri. who. iseellere visiting Elden of Mtire,ay State" College, gin July 9 at 11 o'clock. Bro. Ira
•
relatives.
•
•
Paschall. Maude Walker. Iva Pervisited- .Mies Audrey Oliver Set Douthitt will be in charge of the
the Thursday.
Thore_ -present.. included
ry_ Mrs_ W. F. Grubbs, Celta Mill..
services.
Thompson family and close rela.
ers Mrs. E. le Miller..
Jim. Hart. of neat Murray. was
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Fame and I
_ Marjorie Hankins: Mrs. Paul tives of the.faixitly.
a Hazel - business visitor Monday. not. and Irvin Miller visited Mr
An enjoyable day and a elliens
Henttrix. Mrs. Will Miller. Mrs.
Me and Mrs. Leonard Outland and Mrs. James 11. Foster and sor.
FOR SUMMER FROCKS
27x21 INCHES
E. D. Miller. Mrs. Rob Hicks, thd dinner was 'enjoyed by Mr. and •i• children spent
Sunday irf
SPECIAL
Thompson. Mr. Croeeland visiting .Mrs. John McOnas
ska
'
Oliver. Mrs.. Kn
Audrey
Mothers! Here's a real bey *
Soft, lovely mercerized 36
Sunday.and Mrs. Orval Sintmens
Nees.
and
Mr.
Key.
Monelle.
wide
brand of soft
Mrs.
famous
ii
a
in
'Miss
'Geldie
Jones.
inch batistes offering
Edwards. It
Leod and daughter.
and Jean of Pat-is were dinner
Birdseye diapers. Cheek them
-Thompson, Mr. and Ws.
variety of sifinmer colors'and
Marlene Edwards, Miss Mary Mi
A. E. Mason and Howard -Cor-' guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W:l__,24.4_fii;miy
on your shopping list!
woven. toft.(inish'
=tart new patterns.
Value wit& women will recogem' 1.114.--Meldred Miller
=- W Thiene-MeV _Mre and _Mee het/ of -NostretWe.-----Tenne - were-11
Mons and Sybil Sunday.•
nise this bargain at a glance!
ed Pullman sheeting. Make up
Mrs. Elisha • Hazel Monday on business.
Culpepper.
,
.
Those sending gifts ,were Mrs. i Cleve
Mary McCuiston is ill at e, into fine bleached sheets at
bliss
quilt
sheets,
for
lealtable
Edd Lamb. Mrs. frank Deltop. ;Thompson and son. Joe Pat. I*.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. TurribowS" the home of Mr. and Mrs. L D.
sheeting and mattress covers.
very little expense!
. Mrs. Henry' -Sykes and.. see. Arre. Dick
and Mrs. C. 'W'.
Mr_ and Mrs.. Oscar: - Turnbow.
--- Linville with pleurisy.
Thompson,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
!Warren
ElizaMiss
• Mrs. Bonnie St. ,Johri.
Denham attended an ,Eastern Star
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Falwell
Otis
and
beth Jones. Mt.' and Mrs. J. S. !Marvin Jones. Mr and Mrs_ Ivan meeting at Puryear last .Friday son. Mrs. Torn Linville. visited
Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene IBucy. Mr. and Mrs.. Lon Shrader night .
Mr. George Linville and -family of
HUNDREDS OF BRAND NEW
CHILDREN'S RAYON
McTeer. -Mr. and Mrs. Edd -Os- ;and daughter. Inez. Mr. ande-Mrs.
Idaane and Bonnie Ruth West Buchanan Saturday night and SunLangston, Lorene. Myrtleretechalf
bron. Mr. and 11 _ are. irf' Paducah this week as guests day.
of relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Smith of
A.n Amazing Opportunity To have!
.e- Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Sctuggs. Mr. Murray were Sunday afternoon
You Can't Afford To Mies It!
and
_Scruggs
T
Caters
Mrs.
and
Clear, cool new prints, including mercallers of Mr. and Mei. George
returned home
Thomas Chesley
Rayon stripe panties. easy to tub. easy
cerized sheer batistes and colorful perLinville and Dot.
Friday from a two weeks. visit in
cales. Many different styles to choose
to eear, and easy to buy at this low
Henryetta Stom and Dot Linville
from, Sizes 12 to 44..
Hutchenson. Kane visiting Mr. returned home from a week's visit
price: White or pink. Sizes 2, 4, and 6.
and .Mrs.'Claud Scruggs and fam- with Mr. and Mrs. George Salmon
ily. Mt. Chess Scruggs. who. has and family of- Buchenen. Tenn.,
SNOWDRIFT
esseeeste
been visiting .Mr. and Mrs. Claud coming by and enjoying a ' birtheseell
retu1'ried homeewith the day dinner honoting Fleming LawScruggs.
C il
'
!
-r0 prITS8t
cob ••••'
!nee°. 81x99 UsICHS
Scruggs- ' .
rencee birthday. Will not -tell his
S
c
1Sc or""D`
II
Y. J. Bra.ndoe left Saturday age as he might not appreciate
AT REAL S WINGS!
"b
Pteteb.r‘
"
e
fkasta
as;
week for ' Detroit. Mich.. where that. A- large crowd ,and a good
mole
A Man's Towel Big and Fluffy, Highly
Qom.
position:
a
accepted
has
he
long wearing-A houseabsorbent.
dinner'
was
was
Music
enjoyed.
t_
42x36 INCHES
Mrs. A.- J, 13rapdo,n, _Mrs. Fan- furnished by Mr.. and Mrse•Albert
wife's joy and pride, 22x44".
Full standard, 64 square 1128 threads
14..*
and
Key,
Jennie
fine Key. Mrs.
Grubbs.
per square inche Guaranteed over toe
i daughter, Mrs. Polly .Brandon.
%sashimi'. Aisures satisfactory service
Ad.itess
Mr. and Mrs. Luther - Freeland
land .Hetbert Key and . little daughfor 4 years.
ter.. MayisS_,,s,pent Sunday after: and - son were Sunday dinner
fl
PRINTED
•f
••
noon in Murray, eesiting .Mr. and guests of Mr. • and Mrs. J. L.
ex•
Grubbs.
Mrs. Lynn Key. "''''"
Mr. a.nd Mrs. Dee .1..amb• of
•••
'Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson and
Made of the best "crown-tested" yarns,
SUN AND MB EAST!
•Mr. and Mrs. Dulphus Wits-.n and Nashville. Tenn., were -Week-end
full •Itrunk and feet to ...asters. A
To the rescue of limp summer wardgut
sts of their parents: Mr: and
weir to 1Vtaftin.
farettly—fteatored
square
60
lovely
grand selection of colors and istterns.
robes! These bright.
Beery borne thatis worth buildTenn.. Sunday to visit - Mr. and Mrs. Edgar. Lamb and-. family.
We expect a quick "sell-oat":
_
cotton prints that cost SO little and
.
-family. Mr. and Mrs. Looney Clai k, Mr.
and
Crifelow'
Noah
smart! Dozens of patterns, 36
Mrs.
SO
are
- *ATEISM" ,11111111
.$11 'had.
•
Yet
protectipg.
worth
ii
ing
othWill
and
Mrs.
and
Callowae
Cole
1....,
Mrs. Bowden
in.
.
1.47
Mr. and
.
77
.
4.
!...1
f• :
..4.4_
:
'"•
t..
...
visit.Th in-the home of Mr. ead' eiseevere- Sunday citimer ruests. - -Tit'
reliable- statistics Show that MrPfs Ones rn•hours.
Mrs:
!Wilkerson
and
Mr.
Francis
last
days
few
a
CS&
Charlie
Mrs
bee The.. is far enslacatm
and -daughter and Mrs. Pearl York
•.. and rear:ta
.
• .
week.
•
only one out of four is properly
('014)1(1-t I,
Mi. and Mrs. Ivarte-Wilson of visited Mr. and Mrs. • Tosco Col^
lins
and family and attended
Bowling Green spent thee WeekART!
WF:ARABLE WAsHABLE.
painted. Make yours that one!
SunProvidence
preaching
New
at
relaend in the. county.. visitipg
You'll find 'your' print and 'your'
•oft-tone 61.656. to wait, mod
•
summer
day.
Event
---popular
of
This
group
for
:color in this
tives,.Very Specially Reduced
tabasa.. flioom_i•morts mai
Safeguard it With new life and _
- spent
Miss Annie King of-RazeI
war*"
. Avradabk
Semberg Sheem, so root to. wear, so
Mr.- and Mrs. O. B. Tiernbow
IS soft pet-i and 12 or
Saturday night with Miss Lottie
perfectly adapted to tnr smart dressy
spent
fortifying
J1S,
0.
B.
and
a
it
Tom'
give
sn.s.
and
beauty
eons side..
JoseMIsseS
and
Untie
Hannon.
fashions.. of the moment.
Sunday -s afternoon _ .in Paris as
How women will appreciate this
Miss
and
Louise
Harmon
,
phine
coat of PITTSBURGH SUNtires_ guests of Mr. eind-leire Wm.
chance of actually sating on a. gor.Ciebron were Sunday goterte of
geous. decorative spread like these.
Hull and family. ' • ' •
hipielikidt the A..; pro
,
Rerriembei
-.21E1Ti7e parat-dar asPermas.
Send (More
'Friday
Pex1113.
left
Mrs Callie.--lhiesefl
Impart. seer beauty fhot•
Laura Frances -Oebreiti is suffermorning for eeetiVe MTChTeeeTiere
CHILD'S NOVELTY
I.e. ts
.
aagr
ord•rpr...
this if you paint now, . your
she swill spend- 0-- sunerder and ing with ah infected foot.- .
Prr4"
Be seeing _Yeti _neXteetreek.
4eiterettateitee•-eitildreee e - s! property is shielded against the.Poop-Deck-Pappy
Of Vat-Dye Prints
Linia- Headley Of . near
I1x33 INCHES
Mrs.
witremeattesette Make.
Little handkerchiefs for little girls at
Assorted color plaids, in a good sturdy
Paris is in Hazel Hee week visitAnd the
th•alts...firatt:Sarl
ravages of winter.
price! A grand time to
little
reduced
for
very
towel,
ger
Turkish
a
.
•
friends.'
mg retatives and
•rde• bath. and •new 2n
Navy Orders Armada
,bay a -suptily of them.
"Streamlined Event."
toe- at
-Mrs. . Brown ..of • Paris. was in
painliftg
D.
Navy,.
-The
C.Washington.
for
pay
yOti
that
little
ratil•• The•termine
Hazer over 'the week-end to -vsift Making a tremendous spurt in the
Nash fasts for years.
10c
her daughter: Mis. lamei Wilson. world race fur 'eta power. placed
this fall may Save you a lot in
, Wilson.
teve-45,000-ten•
rcpaira nest spring.
battleships and 22 ethee vessels.
MEMORIAL SERVICE .!
The new 'armada is expected to
V
cost $350000000.
Calloway- County Housing enact
WITH SET I P COLLARS
. The hest annual memorial.service' _
. ---- BLEACHED OR. BROWN
WITH GRIPPER FRONT
Located at the
will he observed at Palesline.Sat- Mayfield-Wickliffe Road Hopeless
Bleached or 39 inch
urdey. June 24, under the superinch
36
_Wickliffe-Hope .01 building a
specially
Services at high type between Mayfield -and
Brown
Muslin
visiOfl of
High quality fabrics in excelpriced.
11 o'clock by the Rev Ray Pafford. Wickliffik in *he_ near 'future has
Extra long Swiest rib and aclent patterns make up MC,
Rfhtfill
dyed
vat
fine
of
Made
yarn
cordion rib combed
special group of shirts, mad(
Everyope invited Come, bring your practically_ teeen . abandoned after
broadcloth. 'with lases
shirts In sizes 32 to 46. Buy
to please his taste, priced to
lunch and spend . the -trey.
a . meetine held at Cunningham
-.tees 2.8 to 44: Perfeet
up a ••uppls and Save Money:
pur5c,
his
please
dollar
on;
estimated
ft has been
Friday efternoon in which 'the'
•
to the family will -keep up ceme- farmeiee erre ewhers of seoperty
ter3e--11-you cane - Attend
needed.-roie Tigntee-way in -ratget, your seontrib.utitin in hands of isle and Ballard eounnes showed
Just ...North of the et di.. l'ower-lriligge
committee! 'by that, dar
scene interest.
_
,
- .5
-The: Cemeterje Is in goed cOridi--:ton. Don't take. what others may. (r551
Graves Farmers Get At P Checks
ewe
John
say,' come and see. Plenty of ite • Mayfields-Reports
water fer-,the day will.* furnishellie Ligon at the ACP Officee heir
Duncan,
Stanlee'
that
:3.847
utt.uial
Aerii
Lrevelt,
esciay
said
Bud
Corigervatioli Prevails eneeks ,fer
George Pierrieh. •Hartlie
hams,:Clarence McDaniel: all Ceoperat i on with the' 1938 p.-ograrn
addle= . Dexter. Ks.. Route I. neve been roeeved- le the county
,Trite Menge the ewe payuffice
ly
• - Committee.
ments -Jo fernier's - to - $153845.46
cr•ffella 4.4 64.0
ibieteer reeeeitenle, enteet '59,, Per
leiernbri aye lisena elects...Jed_ in
.sgei 'them eoi4, 01- pp,imen.5 Au*, 1.,) Gras,'.
' • il..021410E • WATERSPAR • SON -PROOF
W4(1.04105
Anders-1 Toidn.v
al•
high teat k-•,. fateriere lot, the program east ,y,2-.1i; 1
seirdy! for, W._
.
to.
.
I

Social Events,
Parties, Feature
Hazel Weekend

Mn'., Jenstie Lino
and Mary Ells
et, Frank Paschall. Mrs. iseete ;
Ciatitun. Bob and Joseph Milker.
Mn, Homer Marshall. Mrs. Wayne
Fietee:rscal. W. De Kelly. Mrs.- Ji
Edgin. Mrs. Guy Caldwell. Mrs.
H. A Wilson.
Miss Lsuise Iamb. Mrs. Toy
Mr.
and Mrs. J. E.
Paschall.
Underwood. Lucy Gibbons. Mrs.
I M. Platt. Mamie Scarborodglt.
Mrs. Nola ,Whititell. Mrs. Mary
Hazel Jenkins.
Singlet. Mee.
Miss Bettie Jenkins. Mrs H E.
Brandon. Miss Libbie James. Mrs.
Edgar Outland. Mrs. Dick Miller,
Mr aeed Mts. W. D. Miller. Mrs.
Maeon Miller. Mrs. Mary Sue Sunmorn'. Ws. Robbie- Meletead, Mrs.
Aggie Lee Paschall.

.1!
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Butter Drive Increases Consumption
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Southdown Diapers

•

25c Yd.

87c Dos.

10c Yd.

DiEller.

SUMMER DRESSES

PANTIES
9c Pr.

OUR GIFT TO toil!

55c 2 for $1

!

SHEETS 67c

TOWELS

CASES 17c

.I

l8c 6 for S1

RAYON CREPE

PRINTS

43c Yd.

Yd. 12c

wt.-7.411*ms.
- PRINTED SHEER

si(
Chenille Spreads
• $2.98

•

59c Yd.

pRoor

HANDKIES

'PLAID TOWELS

2 for Sc

Each

Tailored Shirts

Athletic Shirts

Broadcloth Shorts

23c

23c

69c

MUSLINS

Calloway County
Lumber Co.

Yd. 5c

WATCH FOR OUR BIG CIRCULAR IN THE MAIL

Colors by Nature

Paints by Pittsburgh

PITTSBURGH

. E. Littleton U Co.

PAINTS

F

•

HAZEL, KY.

"The Big Store In The Little City" .
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a

- -Farmer, Mrs. H. L. Lax, Mrs. Otis
•
on the grounds at noon.
Mrs. Thomas Is Honor Guest
delegation were the guests of Cul- enlightening talk on her 43 years
The young people are especially Whitnell, Aiss. Nat Gibbs, Mrs., Edd
ferry- experience as a missionary In
a
on
Steele
Lowell
and
lie
PHONE 247, PLEASE
Mrs. F. C. Thomas of Andalusia, invited to attend this meeting.
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor
Andrews,
Farmer, Mrs. Henry
boat ride across and up the river. China.
Ala., was complimented Tuesday
• •• • •
Frances Whithell. and one visitor,
After the benediction a social
Attending the party were Mr.
when
Mrs.
Foreman
afternoon
Mrs Hattie Hill.
Wednesday, June 11
Sew and So Club Honors
and Mrs. R. A. Wearrin, Mr. and hour was enjoyed and a delectGraham and Misses Voline and CloThe UDC will meet at 2:30
Mrs. Knight •
Mrs. C. L. Markwell, Mr. and Mrs. able salad plate was served to the
tile
at
at
Pool
bridge
entertained
at
with Mrs. Bun Crawford
SWILLU1S Entertain Guests
O. B. Boone, Mr. and Mrs. Charles members and the following guests:
the home of Mrs. Graham. Sweet
The Sew and So Club entertained
Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Mri. J. B. Robertson, Mr's. Her- her home in Lynn Grove.
other
larkspur,
and
summer
peas,
Mrs. W. S. Swann. Mr. and Mrs..
of
home
the
at
-evening
Friday
andBoren, Mr. and M. I. E. Morgan, bert Farmer. Mrs. Ella Rains,
Thursday, Jane ill
flowers were used throughout the Mrs. Freed Cotham with a surprise W. G. Swann were hosts at a dinMr. and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Mr. Miss Alice Waters of Murray and
hold
The
will
Club
Magazine
rooms.
party in hdnor of Mrs. Ardell ner party at "Swanstadt" Friday
and Mrs. Tellus Carraway, Mrs. local visitors, Mrs. Bruce Fergu- the
regular meeting at 2:45 o'clock
The high score prize was won by Knight.
evening in honor of Dick Scott of
Carl Frazee, Mrs. Jim Branch, son. Mrs. Laverne Rattaree. Mrs. at the
JohnsA.
R.
home
Mrs.
of
cut
Mrs. Jack Farmer and the
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Bridge was played and 'prizes Cripple Creek, Col.
Ralph Wear, Edward Freeman, Ernest Hutchens, Mrs. Charlie ton.
Covers were laid for Mr. Scott,
prize
by
Mrs.
Mrs.
Broach.
Harry
were awarded Mrs. Joe Houston
John Neal, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Stubblefield, Mrs. Milton Walsafternoon each week.
Mr. and Mrs. Andre Pingon, Mrs.
Thomas received the guest prize. and Herbert Dunn.
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gib- ton, ,Mrs. Frank McCuiston. Mrs.
The B. and P. W. Club will
•
A delightful party plate was
Included in the hospitality were Lula Reed King, Mr. Ranklin
son and son William, Mr. and Mrs. 'W. R. Young. Mrs. Fanny Henry, have a
picnic supper at 6:30 p. m.
Kirkland, all of Paducah, Mr. and
announced at a lovely formal tea Carlisle Cutchin, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Q. D. Wilson, Misses Reudean at the Luther Jackson picnic served at the conclusion of the Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Knight, Mr.
Arnett-Therrell Wedding Is
game.
Young, Maidie
Rattaree, • Ruth
and Mrs. Ottis Valentine. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson, Seiburn
test week at the home of Mrs. Rufus Wade.
Beautifully Solemnized
Mrs.
Bowden.
Ethel
ground.
Mrs.
Included in the hospitality were
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, Smith, Dorothy Shackleford, and G. B.
Mr. and Mrs. White and the hosts, sI. L. Spratt, with Miss Mary Woods
Scott and Mrs. A. 0. Woo& Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Mrs. Walter Boone.
c. J. T. Arnett, Lynn Grove, Ky., co-hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Pogue Outland, Mr. the Rev. H.1,. Lax.
and Mrs.
Mr.
Hendon,
Carney
will be hostesses.
Mrs. Wilbert Outland, Mrs. C. L. George E. Overby, Mr. and Mrs.
announces the marriage of his
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Swann were
A. V. Havens, Mr. and
About 50 guests called between and Mrs.
aughter. Euva, to J. M. Therrell
Mrs.
Overby.
Sharborough, Mrs. Wells
Jones, Mr. and
Herbert Dunn, Mr. ahd Mrs. Tom hosts Sunday at two o'clock at
Parks-Boggess Wedding
the hours of 3 and 5 oasleeks IR Mrs. Clyde
f Clarksburg, 'Fenn.
"Wells
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. ForeWallis,
Broach,
Mrs.
luncheon honoring Mr. and Mrs.
a
'Reify
Gingles
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. Max ChurchSolemnised
line were Mrs. Spratt,
by 'cathedral candelabra. Tall stan- Purdom, Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mrs. ill, Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham Raymond Pearson of Jacksonville.
The marriage was performed by the receiving
Mrs. A.
a blue marqueshair; man Graham. Mr. and
in
gowned.
the Rev. T. C. Ecton of the Cal'Clark
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Paul WillA wedding of quiet simplicity dards of Easter lilies and white Hal Houston, Mrs. Hugh Houston, Mrs. Joe Houston, Mrs. Mae Car
charming in Pale Carman and daughter Mary
vary-Baptist Church in Lexington. Miss "Luck,
Mrs. Herschel was solemnized on Monday even- gladioli emphasized the green and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, Mrs. Harry well, Mrs. Graves Hendon and is of Atlanta, Ga.
be- Carman. Mr. and
of
starched
chiffon
chartreuse
white
church.
motif at. the
Mrs. ing, •May twenty-ninth at six
Ky., Ut -two o'clock on the afterJean, Mr. and
Additional guests included Or
Broach, Mrs. Jack Farmes4 Mrs. Devio-A -Ragsdale.
_
le/sea, -wearing a corsage- Corn and
- The- only
- and- Mrs. Ed o'clock when Miss Rovrise-Parka. Miss Nettie ttell Scarbow pl
- -Asian
and "Mrs 'Hugh Weir, Hugh- Steven
L.-Ftiortin, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs.
and tube roses: George Hart, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank became the bride of Leslie C. Bog- a program of nuptial music slung H. I. Sledds-Miss Elizabeth Ranattendants were Mr. and Mhz.- of pink rosebuds
and Mrs. W. S. Swann.
Mr.
Pearson
and
Diuguid,
Mrs. Ben England. sister of the
Stubblefield.
Fayette Sanders of Campbellsville,
Preceding the luneheon Mr. and
gess of, Murray and Detroit.
as her selections "Liebestraum" by dolph, Mrs. Nat Ryan, Mrs. Frank Martin's Chapel Missionary Society
elect-, who wore cerise chif- Albert
bride
Meets
• ••• •
Ky. Mrs. Wear, Mr. and Mrs. eParson.
The single ring service was read Lizt. "Ah. Sweet Mystery of Life" Albert Stubblefield, Mrs. Preston
fen with a corsage of white carThe bride wore a white crepe
Mr. and Mrs. Willis and Mrs. W.
by the Rev. L. Z. Hurley, at the by Herbert and "Ave Maria" by Ordway, Mrs. R. R. Metoan, Mrs.
Mildred Mayer, sis- Group Enjoys Fish At
Miss
nations:
SoMissionary_
Chapel
Martin's
ensemble with a belt of • dusty
S. Swann attended the church
Reidland Methodist Church. They Schubert. MacDowell's "To a Wild Robert Holland, Mrs. Frank Hol•
Pine Bluff
prospective bridegroom,
the
at
afternoon
Tuesday
met
ciety
rose and powder blue and white ter of the
services at the First Christian
ware attended .by Mr. and Mrs. Rose" was played softly during the comb. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,
attractively gowned in black chifaccessorias. Her'floWers were a
A small gathering of relatives John Williams and Mr. and Mrs. ceremony. Miss Wilba Deland sang Jr.,. Mrs. John Miller, Mrs. E. B. home of Mrs. Henry Andrews with church in Paris.
lace, and wearing a corand
fon
shoulder bouquet of pink roses
that which Herman Miller. Mrs. Williams and "Because," "Oh Promise Me" and Howton, Mrs. D. H. sSiress. Miss Mrs. H. L. Lax presiding.
sage of. talisman rose bads, and and family friends was
The deviatioS.al was conducted by (ADDITIONAL SOCIETY Page 4)
and blue delphinium.
Pine Mrs. Miller sire cousins of the "Ah. Sweet Mystery of Life." The Bertie Manor, Mrs. Kirk Pool. Mrs.
,Woods, in ri quaint brown enjoyed a fish supper at
'
Miss
Rebecca Farmer and Mrs. Fred
Miss
In- bride.
afternoon.
...Mrs. Sanders was dressed in a
Thursday
Bluff
bridal chorus from Lohengrin was Bernard Whitnel. Miss Luta Thornmodeled of eightJames led the prayer. A poem.
sage-green printed chiffon with dotted Swiss,
hospitality were Mr.
The bride a charming brunette. used for the processional and Men- ton, and Mrs. Loren Adams.
eenth century lines, with a cor- cluded in the
Dream," was read by the
"God's
shoulder
son,
white accessories and a
and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
wore for her wedding an ensemble delssohn's wedding march for the
• ••••
sage of pink carnations.
corsage of white roses.
president, Mrs. C. B. Ford. A speMrs. Hillard Rog- of navy and white With white acGorgeous white snapdragons and Harry. Mr. and
recessional.
Missionary Society Meets With
, The bride has her aB- degree
cial feature of the program was
Mrs. Cleiburne Ad- cessories and a shoulder corsage
white ruses were effectively used ers, Mr. and
Mrs Haven's
The bride entered on the arm of
from Murray State College and
two readings given by Miss ReMrs. Charles Sexton, of pink rose buds. Mrs Williams
decorating the spacious rooms ame, Mr. and
in
whom
by
Page,
C.
and Mrs. A. A. wore a sheer print and corsage of her father, Ernest
her MA degree from George Peabecca Farmer. The topic "Broadof the Spratt home. The tea table Miss Beth Sexton,
The Missionary Society of the
body College. For the past two
gardenias while Mrs. Miller wore she was given in marriage. She First Christian church met Tues- ening the National Horizon" Was
lovely white lace Doherty.
a
with
covered
Skinner's
white
of
a
wore
a
years she has been employed as
discussed by Frances Whitnell and
a twinkling print and her corsage
cloth was centered with white
satin with gored skirt and train. day afternoon at the home of Mrs. Mrs. Fred James. The closing
teacher in the Catlettsburg High
was lilies of the valley.
roses and sweet alyssum, with Senior Nurses At Hospital
A. V.. Havens with Mrs. Rupert
a
was
neck
style
sweetheart
The
School, Catlettsburg. Ky. The
horizon
Picnic
wide
a
prayer was given liscs the presiEnjoy
Mrs. BAsgess has
lighted white tapers in crystal
Parks assisting hostess. Mrs. W. S.
groom has attended Bethel College,
of friends. She was graduated feature of the'gown. The mutton leg
dent.
a soft glow over
shedding
holders
Accurately and Carefully
Rubie
Miss
presided
and
Swann
Mason
the
at
Senior nurses
Murray
McKenzie, Tenn.. and
from the Murray Training School sleevers were tight fitting from the
A party plate was served to
the table.
Compounded of Furest
Memorial Hospital enjoyed a pic- and received her B.S. degree from elbow to.the wrists where they ex- Wear led the devotional exercises Mrs. C. B. Ford, Mrs. Fred James
State College. and at the present
Announcement of the marriage nic supper at Pine Bluff ThursA brief survey of the past- year's
tulle veil
The
point.
a
time is a student in the Universto
Drugs
tended
a
was
She
College.
State
Murray
Rebecca
Miss
Farmer,
Autrey
Mr,.
miniaof
was made in the form
day afternoon. Table delicacies
ity of Kentucky. For the past
extendealhe full length ot the train work was given and plans for the
ture Safeway handbills on colored included lemonade, pickles, cook- member _of the Alpha Psi Omega
next
beginning
new
work,
year's
teaching
five
with
been
has
crown
the
to
he
fastened
was
and
she
Statras
.
poster paper, which read "Safe- ies, etc. After lunch, the group fraternity. For the past year
in Carroll--County. Tenn.
was teacher of home economics at a tiara of orange blossoms. The month, were discussed.
Stores announce a merger. took a boat-ride up the river.
Officers elected to serve next
Mr. and Mrs. Therrell will make way
bride's only ornament was a string
Boaz high school.
1939, Lucy and
16,
July
effective
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were
party
In the
their home in Lexington, Ky.,
Mr. Boggess was graduated from of pearls and she carried a shower year were Mrs. A. V. Havens,
Mayer."
S.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Hickok
Miles
Mrs. Charles Williamson:
chairman;
during the summer manths.
cakes D. Stewart, sponsors, and the fol- Murray Training School and later bouquet of white roses, lilies of
individual white
Tiny
• • • • •
vice-chairman; and Mrs. 0. B.
College. the valley and swansonia.
State
Murray
attended
were
liy
and
dove
a
with
topped
lowing senior nurses: Mrs. John He holds a position with the Ford
Boone, secretary and treasurer.
The bridal attendants were Mrs.
served with mints, nuts and tea.
DAC To Hold State Meet
Upton, . Miss Melba King. Miss
Refreshments were served to
John Grayson York, matron of
Miss Luck is a teacher in the Imogene Brien, Arvel McAlexan- Motor Co., Detroit.
'After s wedding trip to the honor, Mr. Alfred Lee, best man twenty-three members and three
The Kentucky Society of the Artesia school system. Mr. Mayer,
Gilmore.
Margaret
World's Pair at New York, they and Miss „Elizabeth Page, sister of visitors. ,
Daughters of the American Colon- manager of the Safeway stores in der, and Miss
will be at home at 1453. Hubbard, the bride, flower girl. The ushers
ists has exlended a cordial invita- Carlsbad, was formerly manager
Detroit. Mich.
Recent Bride Is Honored With
tion to all interested in the mark- of the same store in Roswell.
were J. Grady. Philips and William Mrs. Wallis Is Hostess
Household Shower
ing_ of historic sites in Kentucky _ The groom ja,the son of the late
Farley. Jr.
B.
Sister
Mrs. Gingles Wallis had guests
Mimi Waiter,-Cuungliassiuts
-tirivelling 67 a mafk- Will Mayer, a one-time member'
to attend Wa
Mrs. Clyde George was honored
Mrs. York wore a gown of for bri,dge Friday afternoon'ather
er of Colonial Fort, Cox's Sta- of the firm of Mayer- Brothers,
shower at the
Miss Lillian Watters entertained fuschia tafeta fashioned after that home on 'Olive' Street. Mrs. John
tion. Nelsen County, near Bards- Hazel. He is the nephew of 011ie with a household
A Gift He'll Appreciate
He'll Like These!
Kelley Satur- several friends Friday afternoon at of the bride. Her large leghorn hat Whitnel and Mrs. J. E. Williams
town, on US Highway 31E, Fri- and Jake Mayer. Mrs. Amanda home of Mrs. R. E.
SOCKC
Kenneth
PHOENIX
Mrs.
with
afternoon.
Scherffius
day
the home of Mrs. B. F.
was banded - with ribbons to match received the high and low score
Nothing would be more pracday afternoon. June 16, at 2:30. White, and Mrs. J. H. Thurman.
Palmer and Miss Ddrothy Kelley in honor of her sister, Mrs. L.,0. and ornameated with garden flow- prizes respectively.
35c, 3 Pr. 51.00
Mrs. Hery Herbert Price. Danville, •
•.• • •
tical, nor more thoroughly aphosts.
assisting
Va.
tailspin
Alexandria,
of
of
was
Carson,
bouquet.
Her
ers.
-A party plate was served to Mrs.
is 'State -Regent of the Society and First Christian Church Group
preciated, than a pair of smart,
Mrs. George was formerly Miss
The hostess served a dainty party, roses. . .
J. R. Williams, Mrs. Ed Frank
will preside at the ceremony.
Rosebud Kelley.
dressy shoes, or comfortable
• • •••
Enjoys Picnic
plate.
•. Elizabeth Page was in a colonial Kirk, Mrs. Porte'. White, Mrs.
After an afternoon of conversacostume of -baby taue -taffeta with Pogue Outland. Mrs. John Whitnel,
house slippers from Adams'.
Formal Tea Announces
Members 'of the First Christian
the honoree enpuff sleeves. Her hair was caught Mrs. Thomas Banks, Mrt. Burgess
Engagement Of Miss Hazel Luck Church Fellowship group and in- tion and games,
Have Picnic
the gifts. ex- Irvin Cobb Club To
opened
thusiastically
with nosegays of old-fashioned Parker, Jr. and the hostess.
To Will M. Mayer
vited guests partook of a savoury pressing her appreciation to the
All favorite leathers!
Tate Irvin Cobb Club will observe flowers.
fish sup- donors.
Afterwards, all partook the regular fifth Thursday meeting
The engagement and approach-. and distinctly appetizing
Brown s,
Blacks,
Mrs. E. C. Page, mother of the 'Club Meets With Mrs. Richmond
afterThursday
Bluff
Pine
at
per
of a dainty dish
bigmarirage of Miss Hazel Luck,
date on Tunes.) with a basket Mc-- bride, wore' a frock of rose lace
combinaand
Whites
evening.
and
noon
Present were Mrs. Roy Chappell.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
at the which was complemented with a ' The Thursday wornmg bridge
Mayor George Hart and the Rev. Mrs. W. R. Barnett. Mrs. Kenneth nic supper in the garden
tions! Shoes for evLuck of Altos N. Mek., to Will
James
Mrs.
with
week
last
Hutson.
met
P.
N.
club
Mrs.
legand
Mr.
of
home
Her
roses.
talisman
of
corsage
charge of a Palmer, Mrs. Cecil Walker, Mrs.
ery occasion!
M. Mayer. Carlsbad, son of Mrs. A. V. Havens were in
All members, with their fam- horn hat was adorned with velvet H. Richmond at her home.
Will Mayer. Roswell. and formers' short program. Games preceded J. C. Brewer, Mrs. Buster Row- ilies, are urged to come.
Hal
Mrs.
and
Overby
Wells
Mrs.
gown.
her
matching
ribbon
entire
the supper, after which the
land, Mrs. Charles Lynn, Mrs.
of . Artesia and_ Roswell, we
• • • • •
Following the cereniony a recep- Houston were awarded the high
Ralph Jetton, Mrs. Maude Burtion was held at the home -.of the score prizes for club and guests.
low, Miss Mary Brown Work- , Club Meets With Mrs. Diuguid
Those playing, in addition - to
in Bryant Park. Tube ,roses
man. Miss Dorothy Kelley. Mrs.-1 Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.. was hos- brideroses
of all colors, were used members. were Mrs. E. B. Howton.
and
A. G. Hughes, Mrs. J. L. Cultess Friday afternoon to members in the decoration of the home. The Mrs. Hal Houston. Miss Jean Blackpepper, Mrs. Sam Kelley, Mrs. R.
of her bridge club and several ad- bride's table held low bowls of burn of Pulaski. Tenn.. and Miss
A. Jones. jars. Perry Culpepper,
ditional guests including Mrs. Jim pastel shaded flowers and the cen- Ruth Richmond.
SLIPPERS that spell comfort.
Mrs. Milt6n Outland, Mrs. Jack
• •'• • •
They're soft and pliable . .
Hutchens, Walker and Miss Minnie Lee Ligon ter of interest was the tiered wedWhite. Mrs. Walter
of Farmington. Mrs. A. F.. Yancey ding cake surmounted with a min- Mrs. Parker Is Club Hostess
and show' their fine quality.
Mrs. Mabel G. Pullen. Mrs. Clyde
and Mrs. T. H. Stokes.
iature bride and groom. Presiding
George, and Mrs. R. E. Kelley.
Mrs. Johnnie Parker was hostess
for high score was at the punch bowls were Miss Mirprize
club
The
Those sending gifts were Mrs. awarded Mrs. Wells Purdom and
morning to members of
iam McElroy and Miss Elizabeth Tuesday
to
Jack Wheeler, Mrs. Annie Smith.
the guest prize to Mrs. T. H. Stokes. Jordan of Bartow. Fla.. cousin of her bridge club and, the following
Solon
Mrs.
Phillips,
Jesse
Mrs.
Overby and
E.
George
Mrs.
guests:
the
received
Meloan
R.
R.
the
Mrs.
kept
the groom. Mrs. Al Baker
Shackleford, Mrs. Carman Smith,
Mrs. Jack Markwell. The prize for
consolation prize.
bride's book.
Mrs. Myrtle Walker. Mrs. Euva
high score was won by Mrs. Freed
the
at
served
was
plate
salad
of
daughter
A
the
is
Formerly of The
Jordan
Mrs.
Burton,. Mrs. Mary Carraway. Mrs.
Cotham.
the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Page. resiHunter Love, Mrs. Roselle Kelley, conclusion of
Refreshments were served by the
years.
many
for
Miami
of
dents
NorEra
Mrs. Rollie Turner. Mrs.
hostess.
Meeting
Holds
Class
Eusellan
Florida
from
graduated
was
She
George.
Amanda
ton, and Mrs.
Southern College, Lakeland, Fla..
•• • • •
Is Now Connected With Our Beauty Salon And
The Eugelian Sunday School class where she was a member of Theta W.M.U. To Meet At Sinking
Lynn Grove Missionary
Springs
Extends An Invitation To All Her Friends
of the First Baptist church met Pi Delta sorority.
Society Meets
Monday evening at the home of
And Former Customers To Visit Her
Mr. Jordan is the son of Mrs. J.
West Side Court Square
Associational W.M.U. will
The
Mrs. Rudolph Thurman with Miss H. Jordan of Greensboro, N. C.
The Lynn Grove Methodist Mismeet at Sinising Springs church on
Wells assisting hostess.
Lucille
Southern
the
Saturday.
with
met
associated
is
He
sionary Society
at
Mrs. Graves Sledd presided over Bell Telephone and Telegraph Com- Thursday, June 22. beginning
with Mrs. Hardy Rogers as leader.
ten o'clock. Miss Wilda Tilghman
Mrs. Ralph
and
pany at Miami Beach.
In discussion group were Mrs. the meeting
guest
of Louisville will be the
the devotional
..•
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan left on a speaker and lunch will be served
s
E. E. Douglas, who spoke on Churchill conducted
Bible quiz was-led by
prayer: Marion Crawford, whose exercises. A
motor trip to North Carolina, New
subject was meditation; and re- Mrs. Ralph Churchill and Mrs. York and the World's Fair. For
lated discussions by Mrs. Bun Barber McElrath and Eura Nell traveling the bride wore a light
Phone 314
West Main Street
Crawford. Mrs. Guy Rudd. Mrs. Thurman, accompanied at the ,piano blue and navy dress with crepe
Carl Lockhart. and Mrs. Henry by Miss Martha Churchill. Miss jacket and a hat of rough straw
Peoples Saving Bank Bldg.
Nowater King of San Antonio play- with a large wired bow. After their
Rudd.
Music was furnished by Miss ed several accordion numbers.
return 'they will be at home at
•
Refreshments were served by the 1523 West Avenue, Miami Beach.
Barbaranelle Harris.
• • • • •
hostess to about twenty' members
and guests.
Dulaney-Lampkins Wedding
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT

•
MRS. R. A. MYERS

$1

ADAMS

Mrs. Myers' Beauty Shop

BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

•

NEXT SUNDAY IS FATHER'S DAY

--JEAN WEEKS BEAUTY SALON

•

Feet Fresh And
Well Dressed,In
Cleaned Clothes

GET the most out of summer days!
.. Enjoy yourself—feel fresh! Go places—be well
dressed! Boone- cool-cleaned clothes can help you
do bOth! Boone's careful methods restore and renew yotirslothes and'attually make them cooler
than they were before! gave Your Winter Garments Cleaned and Stored
In a Moth-Proof Bag

KEEP COOL
ogiel
isr

Pick-Up and Delivery
• Service
Just Telephone 234

Boone Cleaners

•

South Side Square

A wedding of much interest to
their friends was that sit Miss Imogene Dulaney, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Dulaney of Kirksey.
to Junior Lampkins. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins of Murgay which -Seas solemnized Saturday afternoon. The ceremony was
performed by the Rev. Carroll
Hubbard. in the presence of Miss
Beatrice Sue Norsworthy and S.
G. Pool.
The bride was attractively attired- in a dusty rose Lace dress
with powder blur accessories. Mrs.
Lampkins was graduated from
Kielssey High School with the
dais of '39. where she was an
oustanding student.
Mr. Lampkins was a popular
student of Almo 'High School.
Mrs. 'Freeman Cloys, sister of
the bride was hostess to a supper
in honor of the wedding party
following the ceremony.
They are making their home at
present with the groom's parents
north of Murray.

Misses Montgomery Are Hostesses
At Party
Misses Ruth and Erin Montgomery were hostesses Monday afternoon at their home to the
Woman's Missionary Society of
the Sulphur' Spring Methodist
Church.; Mrs. Lowry Rains presided over -the meeting and Miss
Ruth' Montgomery was leader of
the program.
Miss Mary Montgomery read
the scripture and Miss Alice
Waters of Murray led the prayer.
The subject of the 'program.
"Widening Our National Outlook"
was discussed by Mrs. Herbert
Lax and Miss Erin Montgomery
Miss Alice Waters, the guest
speaker, gasie an interesting and

Joan Butterworth Gives
.filumber Party

Miss Virginia Page Is Bride of
Mr. Jack Jordon

Miss Joan Butterworth entertates•
ed Friday evening with a buffet
supper and slumber party at the
home of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
A. D. Butterworth.
Those present were Isabel Cain,
Betty Jo, Chambers, Charlyn Harts'
field. Helen Kee, Hilda Farley,
VOWS.
The altar was banked with palms Claire Fenton, Mary Frances Mcform a bower in-' the center Elrath, Jane Orr and Barbara
s
whit% was flanked on either side Diuguid.
•

The ceremony which united in
marriage Miss Virginia Page and
MV. Jack Jordon took place in Miami, Fla., at Trinity Methodist
church at two-thirty o'clock on
Sunday afternoon, June 4, 1939. The
Rev. Dr. Robert Allen read the

World's

111611M111.w4:
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TO THE VOTERS OF
CALLOWAY
I Appreciate Your Votes But Cannot Make a Living
Out of-13eing Senator, But Must Sell
Merchandise. Come In and Enjoy
The Many Bargains In

LADIES' WEAR
DRY GOODS
SHOES AND
WORK CLOTHING
I Will Not Electioneer With You or Mix Politics
With Business WIiile_ht Store, So Come In and
Buy And You And I Will Be Benefited.
Our Store Is The Coolest Place In
Town. I Must Reduce Stock To
Remodel Store "

Mein Most Talked of Kitchen Companions
of theYear!
Refrigerate(
bop
tIold WA"
Electrit
ifigidaite
inMISER

•Here's double joy for modern kitchens" Two startliqg -dew Frigidaire
appliances that havve- the whole town
talking! They're here ... in our store
• • I for you to see. They're the most
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7,550
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oven. New
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See this
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-of others.
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range and of modern electric
advantages
General Motors.
only by
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advanced electric applences we've
ever offered. Our extraordinarily liberal terms make this an excellent time
for you to step up your kitchen to
today's most niodern standards.
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Sponsors of Purchase Picnic
Claim Array of Talent Is Unusual

William Thomas
Hatcher

,41MASANAC

Hamlett to Speak
County Artists May Compete
.To College Studes
Iq M-uril for Berea Postoffiee
Here Friday Night

YOU'llb NIRIDI
I_
William Thomas Hatcher, atiii of
W.
Hatcher,
T.
Sr..
sponsors
by
What is described
pertences of those competitors
Dr. E. G. Hamlett, who is presHardy Hatcher, was born ,May 14.
to be the greatest array of talent
The wall space above the post- through the exhibition and through
Murray Pelvic To Ahead Netional 1871. and died
ently conducting the revival meetMay
21,
MA
being
__Atter. to agPear_111.. W.S.K.A.Q11-Y
office
at
a
_ _
,
the finished mural.
--Ceaveation La New York
ing at the First Methodist church, master's door in the post
t4t years and 1 week old. He was
S
or Tennessee for an outdoor en-"
Berea, Ky., is 14 feet wide and 6
will
speak
especially
to
college
tertainnient will be ,featured on
Mrs. Martha Carter, Mrs. Jessie married to berena Taylor on Oc- "A good Awe is a letter of recommends,
feet high. Today Its plaster surface,
Somebody said-there'd be no
students at services to be conductlion."
the program of the annual Pur- letter this week because the little Houston'and Mrs. Lois Waterfield tober IT. 1895. and to this union
like that of the other walls of the
ed
Friday
night
at
the
Methodist
were
born
two
daughters,
Mildred
chase picnic celebration scheduled Mete and nephew, Otis Loving. will leave next week to attend the
NNE
lobby, is a continuous cream color.
church,
beginning
at
7:45,
it
was
and
Helene,
both
teachers
PaMayfield'
on
in.
place
near
to take
la-lames Montgomery
children. were with me, and I can't National convendon of the Supreme
announced today by the Rev. J. A year from today, it is probable
ducah city school. 'awl one son,
July 4.
Flagg. Os, artist, born,
Patients admitted to the William
concentrate for wondering if they...re Forest --Woodmen Circle which William Aubrey,
..-s
Mack
Jenkins,
pastor of- the that this panel will be set apart Mason Memorial Hospital During
New
Providence.
1877.
meets
in
New
York
City
June
26
iners listed It:reeking their necks right now on
' Among radio ent
from the other walls by a mural
church.
Calloway county. Ky.
to
29.
past week:
are
the
_a
the
on
the
re/rem
to appear
gralievine swing while their
The teal-Val at, the erituich will JAMMU Which will acid _another
He professed faith ills Christ -at
19-The ProaressIve Party
Mrs. Houston Who Is one of Iwo
Master Jackie Edwards, Benton,
Hoosier Hots!hsI, from wi-S• Chi- daddy is out soliciting votes to try
chapter to the art history of the
for
was oraaruzed. 1912.
continue
several
days.
an
early
age
and,
had
been
a
faithMrs. W. P. Grubbs, Murray, Little
cago; Dick Wartman and his Ten- to insure them a living for a few representing Kentucky at the constate.
active and loyal member of
nee
blero the famous beau- more years, but I'll risk the guard- vention and Mrs. Carter. state ful
This painting will ,be composed Miss Harriett Cole,- Paducah, M. M.
MARRIAGE
his
church
since
that
LICENSES
time.
He
of
the
circle
Kentucky
30-The first Japanese ParliaUfubdik twins, and others from tan angel tending them a little president
and executed by an American aetist Chumbler, Behton, F. R. Coleman,. _
ment opened- 187Swill receive recognition for their became a member of • the Elm
SjalTon WAVE. Louisville: pock while
Marriage licenses were issued in who is a native of the state of New Concord, Mrs. J. W. Hicks,_
Grove
Eiaptest
Church.
1919.
where
ritualistic
ability
as
-demonstrated
Virold
nd Carl. the boys from
21-The first patent Wag is.
Mayfield over the week-end te Kentucky, or who has been a resi- Murray, Robert K. Black, Hare
1 hear Clyde Donglas Jpnes is in their work during the past he held - his membership until
V girlie and featured on WHAS.
sued tor platform scales.
Rubent Hatcher, Murray and Pearl dent of the state .for it period of Mrs. C. E. Mohundro, Puryeall
Louisville; Angelina and her thought to have smallpox though year. Mrs. Waterfield has been death. He was a great lover ief
1831.
Mrs, Odie McDaniel, Murray, Mrs.
Marie Farthing, Paducah; 'Dewey at least one year.
weeks- ago. Most awarded the' ,,trip for her distin- his church and pastor. .Although
- Yodeling Cowgirls,. the only en- vaccinated a few
The competition to which the Floyd Berry, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. G.
Lampkins. Jr., and Imogene Dusuffering dCath and realizing that
girt unit -of its kind in the world. of us boast good left -arms again guished service to the' circle as
21--Charles A_ Lindbergh. Jr..
Lamb.. Heaton.. Mrs-Clair It,
lanoyostioth of Murray mid-Will- .Prcreoemetzi Divileion of the Treaswas death. One of _his last-aidow
- matiageesof - the --doektion L.atareheeewas kidnaped. 173Z
. --7-eznize.-_-_-:_WRELtse ---htenerense--ury Department, Section of Fine McGavern, Murray, Mrs. W. W.
monitions
iam
B.
to
the
Sande4er,
family
Detroit,
and
was
to
We
had
a
wedding
in
this
com'Kentucky.
•
district
of
Steele, champion blue yodeler of
Arts, invites qualifying artists, de- Westmorland, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs.
Dorothy Er Morris, Mayfield.
look after the church and his paSthe South. WMC. Memphis. the munity recently. Roscoe Spiceland _ Mrs. Carter, with her femily in23-Patent on the hrst type.
tor. This attitude is a pictuee of
mands that designs for the project R. M. Cope, Paducah.
Andrews Brothers and the oGrand married Miss Mavis Jacobs Satur- cluding W. Z. Carter, John Mac
Wk.50 granted. l868.
Patients dismissed during the past
ICE CREAM SUPPER
be submitted unsigned, and offer
and CaroTyn Carter, will leave the Christlike life he lived.. Wit
. Ole Opry, WSM. Nashville; Effie day at Grady Watson's.
to the artist who wins the compe- week:
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cook are vis- Monday. June 19( for a motor all the agony and pain he was enBelle. from • WEBQ, Harrisburg,
24--'shn Cabot discovered
Miss Mable Wog, Murray, Miss
during he never forgot his church,
The Epworth League of the South tition and paints the Berea Post
Ill.; the Ozark Range Riders, from iting her people, the Etillington's, told of the east coast en route to
North Anieno3.1497.*
Phyllis Drew, Murray, Mrs. Maude
Pleasant. Grove Methodist church Office mural the sum of $740.
•s,a,
a„,„., - New York They will visit points his paste:, and his Lord and MasWPAD. Paducah: Dad Nash and in. Calloway this week.
Artists interested in receiving Champion, Knight, Little Miss Harwill hold. an ic6 cream supper at
We all visit Calloway now, Mr. in Virginia and Washington. D. ter. his Twin boys from down in TenHe was a man that loved his
the church house Saturday night, further information concerning this riett Cole, Paducah, Mrs. William
nessee:. Jimmie Bagby. Barlow. and Mrs. Leo Lancaster visited C., Philadelphia-and Atlantic City:
neighbors.
aril
his greatest worry
June 24, members of the church competition should write to Mary Grubbs. Murray, Miss Wanda By- the boy Who wears a top hat and his sister; Mrs. J. W. Lassiter. last
seemed to be that he might have
Ela (Berea College, Beres, Ky.) who ers, Hardin, Mrs. J. W. Hicks, Murannounced today.
does imitations in tap dancino of week-end. !
Arta And Crafts Club Meets
offended some one or that he failis the chairman of the committee ray, Mrs. Evan L. Garrett, -Murray.
Fred Astaire: and lastly, Ellis -and
Who knows! The Chatterbox's' Wednesday
ed to do all that be could to
MR. AND MRS. ADAMS TO SING in charge. Other members of the Jackie Edwards, Benton, Mrs. Walhis Dixie . Cotton 'Pickers, an all hubby is talking of finishing
.Yatith
Drowns
Mrs Lois - Miller was at home assist some friend or two thy
committee are: Edward Ftannells ter D. Montreville, Memphis, Tenn.;
negro. unit that plays, sings; bucks school at last, beginning ihis fall
Union City, Tenn. -Thomas En Wednesday afternoon to the Arts cause. He was devoted in every
Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Adams (University of Kentucky, Lexing- Frank R. Coleman, New Concord,
and wings.
again. We need lots of encouragetoe
Powell,
10,
son
of
Mr.
and
and Crafts Club. The rooms held sense_ of-the word to hia family, a
will be at Oak Grove church (Ten- ton)i_ Miss Adele Brandeis (Ninth Miss Jewell Kelley, Bruceton,
Accommodations will •• be made. ment though. '
AI'
bowls and vases of summer flow: most faithful and loving husband Mrs. J. T. Powell of near heie, nessee) on Sunday afternoon, June and Broadway, Louisville); a C. Tenn.; Miss Myrtie Braggingtoe,
spiitisors say. for 50.000 people.
was drowned last week in a dreng;.,
F. H. and Edward Spiceland bi- era as decoration and needlework and loving father.
Murray, Mrs. Charlie Mohundro,
18, 1939, to conduct singing exer- Churchill (Berea, Ky.).
.- -e- The grove has been electricially cycled over into this community
He was a man that will be great- ditch a mile east of Gibbs, and
and conversation were enjoyed.
The public may look forward to Puryear, Miss Joan Fulton, Mur• lighted it was announced today. the past week-end.
George cises there.
ly missed in his church and neigh- ins nephew. 9-year-old
William -Birdsong, Golden
The
following
officers
were
electray,
an exhibition of the designs which
and the program will be continuI went to Murray Saturday and
serve next year: Mrs. Minnie borhood. He leaves behind a de- Robert' Powell, son of Mrs. Mary ICE CREAM SUPPER AT ALMO art to be submitted to Miss Fla Pond, Mrs. Everett Outland, Murous from 8 o'clock the morning happened in on a real. old country ed to
Frances
Powell,
narrowly
escaped
Randolph. president; Mrs. Charlie voted wife: two daughters, Mildred
between September 11 and 15, 1939. ray.
--_ of- July 4 until 11 o'clock that quilting right on Main at Mr and Moore. vice-president; Mrs. -Car- and Helene: One - son, William the same fate.
After the local exhibition, which
The
Young
People's
division
of
, -------.__aighL._.
Aubrey:
a
granddaughter, Emma
the Methodist Church, Temple will be held during the last two
Location .for the festival is in k Mrs. Hoyt McClure:5, Rooms Up- lisle Cutchin. secretary and 'treas- LAM Hatcher. a sister. Mrs. Sally
Esjoy Your
Municipal
Growth
Hill. will sponsor an ice cream weeks of September; the work of
grove three miles north of May- stairs and down were overrun with urer: and Miss Mary Shipley. re- St. John; and other relatives 'and
The municipally melted water
women and children, but before porter.
the
competitors
will
be
sent
to
supper,
it
the
Almo
high
school
'field • im U. S. Highway 45_
,platit at Glasgow; Ky..- hem- May• SUNDAY
The'
hostess served a dainty ice ninagrous friends.
night one quilt was finished and
From men who had known and 14. 1938, to May 15, 1938. in a re- 'Saturday -night, June 17. Music Washington where the final decilthe other almost, and they were course to. twenty members .and the
will
foitiiali
entertainment.
The
in
regard
to
lite
-selfthing
deAt The
ion
fancy quilts _quilted by the piece. following visitors: Mrs. T. P. respected him all his life were cent audit just released earned public is invited.
sign will be made.
I didn't know so Many of you Cook. Mrs. Albert Cameron of t•hosen the pallbearers, bothe-aetive over $7.000 net. A good arguThe painting of murals in public
listened while I chattered through Mansfield, 0., and Miss Cappie and honorary. who paid such trib- ment . in favor of • municipally
buildings is one of the vital means
ute in his passing as they had owned
utilities, under
proper STAMPS MELODY BOYS TO
Ledger's coign:aft. though of course Beale,
APPEAR AT MURRAY HIGH by which the artist can serve his
shown him in
his life. They management.
I'm flattered, and am glad you
community, and by which the comwere. active: Van Clark, Jake
know so many of the folks I men- Chiba Meet At Collegiate Inn
The Stamps Melody Boys, from munity can grow in its understandOutland,
Thannie
.
Parker,
Cassel
Barren
County
Not
Barren
With, enairman !John Key's an- tion. The world is small .after all.
• • •
Mrs: Mayroe Ryan Hughes was Outland, Thomas Roberts, Chen 'Barren
County
will
receive Hot Springs. Ark., will appear at ing of, and its respect for, itself.
- nouncemerit today that the annual it seems, or at least folks have a
hostess to her bridge' club Wednes- .Outland. J. B. Lassiter, Ragin around 180.000 dollars in soil con- Murray High School building, Sat- Citizens who are not professional Grape JJuice, Tomato Juice
big singing here' on the fourth way of getting around so! that we
day afternoon at Collegiate. hut.
McDanieie honorary,. H. C. Vinson, servation cheeks for the 1934 urday night. June 24, one night' artists, and. Kentuckians who are
Sunday in June will be broadcast find acquaintances in unexPected
or Vegetable Soup
Hughes Was WO:fen Morris, Prentice Lassiter, program.
Mrs. Nat Ryan
The
tampers
have only. 'in a two-hour interesting pro- not Bereans, are invited to partiover Paducah Radio Station WPAD CLIIIIEISgram. 'The show will begin -at cipate in this competition by
awarded- the prize lot high -score. J. C. Startilf.O, Leon
Rrli,
already
received
abbut
40'
,
,
of
•from 1 until, 2. o'clock, interest has
Otis Lovins even Minks Calk
8 o'clock. A small_ admission price spreading the word to potentia11 Spring Fried Chicken, Veal
,A salad plate was served at the Falwell. Sr.. W.s M. Caudill, is.' D. this amount there.'
broadened considerably.
.
way county is enormous so slowly conclusion of the game to the Outland, Dr.. John W. Carr, H. L.
will---be--eharged.
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competitors, and sharing the ex•
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President James H. 'Richmond is he getting around trying to see
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land, Mr. and Mrs Cies-bourne Mc- As the years swiftly flycounty taxpayers alspealed to ArdA. H. KOPPERUD
atone.
CARE OF YOUR GRAIN
Cinston 'and a few others beside He has left us for a better home
ery
from
the
approval
•
given
by
SOLE
While through the tree tops the
his -faintly.
the
county
debt
commission
to
rebeyond
Attorney
pale
moonbeams shone.
SHOES
Well I know a lot of other things Where we'll meet him bye and
ftnancing plans prepared for -the
Jesus the loving Jesus.
Over Dale and Stubblefield
I intended to say because as we
Half Soled and Heeled
counties under the supervision of
bye."
,.(!arne by the Bluff Sunday we saw
Mother and Daddy.
Jesus who fainted 'beneath the H. Clyde Reeve-A. state Idtal ficerice
—at—
PHONE 61-J
lots of folks. Saw Mrs. Seizna MC-Mr. and Mrs Willie Everett
officer- in the Department 'of Pavecruel cross.
Cuiston just home from Detroit.
Phone Lynn Grove, Ky. Exchange
nue.
Jesus the sinless Jesus.
saw some Farris folks from Mexico
Infinite price paid for man's' Reeves said the department would
•
and Oh. rriy! I had lots of news
expedite an appeal to the Court of
worthless dross.
but my children and the neighA ppeate-foreaejecigniesd-hefereaaier t
Jesus the .sinlesi--jesus.
Here
borhood's children have come in
He who for sin .gaase- His life. on adjourns June 23.
to have me help them with a play
The act sets up machinery fnr
, the tree
'
house and they're needing '
analysing a'' county's financial
That He •might save'such asinner
thing to Islay like is ,their dinner"
structure to, determine its ability
as me.
Bandrhaster Charles Tafmer, in,nd A, is my hubby down in the
Basement Elmus Beale Hotel
structor of Inusic at-Murray high And from death's bond every cap- to_ meet its obligations. Judge Ard'Sold. so Duty calls
cry
held the act violates the ccintive
set
.freoschool. announced - this morning
10111111111111.......
to
--Chatterbox.
This is the sinless Jesus..
stitution when it !!gives power to a
he will conduct sumther classes in
state finance officer or a • state
band. the first session of which
will begin Monday night in the Curie, lay thy burden of care at board to say what percentage of inMy feet,
debtedness a;county 'may incur
high school auditorium. .
Thus pleads the loving Jesus
within the constitutional liinija."
.Mr. Farmer said concerts will
Letters written on
be held each week. He especially Come take 'my yoke and thy rest
bedsweet
will
wilL welcome..those..izese4Jentaig, uight now yoke up with
dents. he said. who may plan to
felyi Hell lead through all trials
take, up band next fall. All 'will
of life.
meet at 7 ciclock Monday night
Peace He will give in the midst
for instructions from Farmer.
attention
Duke Pettit; a,bont 55, prominent
of the strife.
And bleeding hearts oicrOed by' business man of'Princeton, died
ICE CREAM AT FAXON
-aorroyisa keen knife
cuddenlY. Tuesday - morning of a
The Future Farmers of 'America
heart attack at his home.
apter of the Faxon high sehool Will all be healed by Js-its.
His !widow, the farmer Rella
!I sponsor an tee cream supper
Oeiteman who survives, him, _has
the Faxon high school Saturday
ht. it was-announcori today by
many, relatives among the Melia
raths of Murray. and once resided a
of. Gegrge Hurley; sponsor - Of
here: She is a'niece of Atty. J.- IL
s _F-FA chapter and head of the
Coleman. and Tom. Wallace, and
aiculture department at Faxon
Hugh Malrath of 'this,city.
cb oaelwiell-----oes
Two sons, Duke, Jr,, and George,
_ Lowell. and Clans- .Stsialis Pixie atee_faaryi
Bluff concession owners: and pic1.1 neral
held
serViees• were
nic .sponsoreltictraordinaire, said Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock
today they will entertair, again t,,
I thfl
iltirr- year oh' the 47-ourth of July
with varied' and feature „ attracThe Lcdger Ai Times Is author- tions, including motorboat racing,
led to announce the following baseball games, and general atcandidates, subject to the action of tractions.
Safety depends upon proper insurance, as
the Democratic primary, Saturday,
Each year, the 'Stsles Sponsor
August -5, 1939.
a , program at Palo 'Bluff on the
protection to your family and. your prOperty.
Summer Heat Has Arrived—So We Have Retired
Fourth. and each, Year. iiundre&
' STATE. SENATOR
To Cooler Working Quarters
•
•
attend--some,, to rest under the
3rd senatorial District
It is our bu,Aitiess to sec. that you get reliable
cool shade, others to swim and to
KELSEY -R. COMMINGS
boatrida and some, perhaps, just
proteCtiotty-and Our.
..business to see that you are
. T. 0.* TURNER
to get away froni, home.
..
!milled): covered. If'we can sere you in any : of
Very
JOE L. WALL
Otis'EldricWe, "rrianager of the
The Only Way 'That I May Know That You Approve Of
Pine .Bluff baseball hang* anV A. BILL( PHILLIPS
these capacitigs.do not..failto call upon us..
nounced today -any' team Wlatittill
My Record As Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court
COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY tb.play .ai the Bluff on the Fddrtn
Is for You to Say 'So By Your Vote
3rd!,.Ighlietal
District
should
-contact
hire
attreedlately.
LIFE, CASUAVY, LIABILITY, BONDING
IC HALL HOOD
The !winning team; he. eterl: will
(Color in Film Not Ap0Iiid By Hand)
Please Vote for
recelye a....peize of 5 and the sktr
e JOHN T. Ktriti _
ond-placinst team
ilt gain, $2.50.
CrRCUIT JUDGE
These prizes will be given by
3rd Judicial District
Cullie and 'Leaven Steele. •
IRA 11 SMITH
.
Wet weather has Increased phi
CIRCUIT COrRT CLERK
ditsc'ases, but in Lewis, tour: Peoples Bank Bldg.--Phone' 50
CLAMP; L.* MILLER
For Circuit Court Clerk in the Democratic Primary
they- were cheek-ed' by prompt atOTIS I OVINS
tention. .
Election, Saturday, August 5

.01.1 coantha
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Across the River 1,

Hospital News

All Aroimd Us

DINNER

Song- Festival to
Be Broadcast Over
Paducah Station

NATIONAL
HOTEL

Kentucky Farm
Notes

In Loving Memory.

Nobody Knows But
Jesus

Mc 2 For $1

I

FARMERS

• FLY SPRAY

COMBINE YOUR WHEAT

J. T. WALLIS & SON

J. R. SCOTT & SONS

NEW LOW PRICES

DUTCH'S
SHOE SHOP

Summer Band to
Be Taught
By CharlesFarmer

LETTERS,

like salesmen, are judged by
their appearance before
they have an opportunity
be judged by what they say.

ATLAHT-I-C SOHO'Nike -fetrrtirf)tes
Princeton- Home letterheads are always sure
to get considerate
because they begin by
making a good, impression.

Picnic July4 At
l'ine Bluff to Be
,
F,lahorate l'A•ent

I,Ellt;14,1( & "I'IMES
Phone 55

Political
Annountements

PLAY SAFE!

-INSURE- IN 'SURE' INSURANCE

ANDLETT GRAM

for USUAL and UNUSUAL Pictures
At
Reasonable Prices. and
For PICTURES In Natural Dtifay-Color

R. H. Falwell & Co.

Dorothy Holland.
239

Dorothy
Rowlett
39-W

CLAUDE L. MILLER
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Sycamore Center.
News

Job-hunting is selhng--selling
Ky. She will visit her son and
one's self and his abilities. The
daughter who are in the Masonic
trick is to sell these two things to
Home and one son wh onow is in
the employer that wants them. But,
Mrs.
Sanitorium.
Hills
Waverly
seewho is he, and where is he?
Just a few more days and it will
Calson will make her home now
LCOK AT THAT
The answer isn't easy and can't be Father's day and 1 will have to
in Louisville.
be reduced to a line o'type or two. wear the white rose for my daddy
FELLOW
COMING
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland, Miss
It obviously depends on Who asks died when I was three years old.
DOWN,BOY,LOOK
Virginia !ream Mary Elizabeth
the question, where he is, and, what I am proud for them that can
AT 1-104 716-2A()
Hopson. Edna Patterson, and Nell
his experience has been so far.
wear the red rose. .
Miss Katherine Whitnell has he will visit other relatives in the Farmer were Murraysins who atJob-hunting is both an art and
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
joined a party of friends from county.
tended the annual medical meeting
BETTER PULL
lot
a
a "break." The "art" includes
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
W. R. Barnett, of North Fifth and outing of West Kentucky pracPrineeten on a motor trip through
OVER OZZIE,
knowsome
and
of common sense
Key visited Mr. and Mrs. George
street, has been visiting his daugh- titioners at Reelfoot Lake Monday.
Tenneenase and North Carolina.
HES 1-10(efel NG
ledge of how to look, talk, and "ap- Jenkins and family Sunday.
Mrs. A. C. Cameron and Son, ter, Mrs. Nix Myers,,Memphis, for
THE WHITE
The Rev. A. V. Havens and sevemployer.
prospective
the
proach"
Mrs. Naomi Orr, Mrs..; Dorris
David. of Mansfield, 0., are the the past few weeks. He well re- eral of his Christian Endeavor soLINE.
Then"break" inchides the popular Larnpkins, Misses _Pauline Pasguests of Mimes Emily and Oneida tarn within the next two weeks. ciety members left Sunday for Kutidea of luck which, when exemined chall, Wilma Paschall, and Dorothy
M. A. Pool of the county has
Wear.
tawa Springs to take part in the
carefully, isn't luck it all but again Orr visited Mrs. Cecil Paschall
Miss Nowater King of San An- been quife ill for the past three
outing
Endeavor
Christian
annual
Ice cream
Saturday,. afternoon.
common sense and stickability.
tonio is spending
the. sturtrner unwire.
Those accompanying
place.
that
at
The thoughtful youngster isn't was served the guests late in the
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Parks of
s ith her father, 'Lowell King.
week's
the
in
campe
Haven
Mr.
the
afternoon.
going to look for a job with
Bill Slayden spent the week-end Harris Grove spent the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall,
railroad. Job totalg there are dewith, Mrs. Parks' parents, Mr. and oree are Henry Fulton, James Dale
in Florence, Ala.
Nee
Mary
Utley,
Billy
Clopton,
all-imand Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Paiawhali
too
is
seniority
and
clining
Miss Ola Brdek has returned Mrs. M. A. Pool.
visited Mr. and Mes. Oman Pas•
portant
Gayle Peeks, the Jane daughter Farmer, Emma Sue Gibson, Anna
from Oakland City. Ind., where
He isn't going to try to get on chall Sunda .
Mr, and MM. Marvin Parks hae Lee Farley, lenogene Bailey, and
she ssueni. hers_macalInn _encl__Issia
-eT1W- -Mod:
eon
--RimerMarifia
the payroll in highly technical
for the past two weeks.
resiiiiied het deities-eat the- 'PealMrs. Gatlin Clopton, Miss Lena
dustries like the local telephone and son, Vernon Hugh, viihted Mr.
Murvin Anderson and daughters,
ing School.
and
Mr.
Cole,
Suncompany or light and power con' and Mrs. Leroy Kuykendall
Miss Lora Frisbie of. the Train- Norma and Wanda' of Cleveland, Watkins, Miss Grace
and 'Mr. and
pany-unless is is in a "small job" day.
ing School faculty has returned 'O., spent last week with his neith- Airs. It B. -Bailey;
among
were
- Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Page visitFarmer
Arthur
Mrs.
capacity.
to Murray after Spending her va- er, Mrs. Rachel Anderson of Murdifferent parties which accompan'
•
ray.
He isn't going to try to "make" ed Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall
cation in Corbin, Ky.
Marvin .Anderson and daughters, ied children or relatives to the
the auditor's office without a lot Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs.._ Charles ScherfMr. and Mrs. Fred Orr, Mr. and
pf bookkeeping experience and acSlug left Monday for Louisville Norma and Wanda and Mrs. Rachel Christian Endeavor meeting at Kutcounting theory and practice to Mrs. Gordon Nance attended the
after a visit with his parents, Mr. Anderson are visiting Mrs': Ander- tawa Springs Sunday. All'returned
singing at South Pleasant Grove
match it.
and Mrs. B. , F. Scherffius. Mr. son's son, Alvie, of Nashville, to Murray Sunday night.
DON'T BOTHER TO LOOK
Little Miss Dorotha Dean OutHe IS going to offer himself to Sunday afternoon.
Scherffius has accepted a position Tenn.
SOUIZE
Key
WHERE
G0146
Fred Orr, and Rudolph
WELL, HOW WAS
employers in the trades and service
with the American Elevator" Com- .S..-R. Pearson, Jacksonville, Fla., land, 5-days-old daughter of Mr.
,THE OTHER FELLOW
were in Pariseon business Thursspent the week. end in Murray' and and Mrs. W. B. Outland who died
food,
I TO GUESS HE
have
must
People
groups.
pany.
W11.1 STEER
clothing, and shelter. Better clerks day.
WOULDN'T PULL
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rudd and has returned there with his wife, Friday morning early, was buried
CLEAR OF
Mrs.-- Naomi Oer visited Miss _
and assistants of all -sorts are eager:
YOU.
Charles Baugh left Wednesday of and son Hugh Stepleen. Paul B. Friday afternoon at Hicks eemeOVER.
ly,desired by managers and per- Mavis Enoch Friday afternoon.
last week to visit Mr. and Mrs. Willis of Atlanta spent the week tery. Her parents lived in the
Pauline Paschall visited Mr. and
sonnel officers.
Mason McKeel and Mr. and Mrs. end here and has returned there Cherry Corner community.
Mr. and Mrs. Bethshares Lassiter
Arthur Baugh of 'Highland Park, with his wife. Both Mrs. Pearson
He- may -consider seriously gov- Mrsse0man Paschall Friday night.
Miss Dorothy Orr spent the
Mich. While there Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Willis are daughters of Sarasota, Flg., 'spent-the week-end
ernment jobs-of which, due to the
Rudd will visit Mee-Luther-Mathis Mr. and,. Men H. P. Wear, and with the parents -and -parents-intremendous growth of social serv- week-end with Mr. and Mrs, Fred
Orr.
of Pontiac and Robert Dunn of have been visiting their parents law, Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Lassiter.
ices sponsored by local and federal
Several of the farmers of this
,on West OH-ye Street. Bethshares
Birmingham. They are first cousins for some time.
governments, there is an increasare cutting hay ands'
returned
Fred
has
Mrs.
Eisinger
in
returned Monday to- his work
.. cif Mrs. Rudd and also -a brother
ing number. Pay is good, the ex- community
wheat this Week.-Happy Jack.
.tis D. .Y. Dunn of Lexingtoit Mr. to her home in Washington. D. C. Sarasota, but Mrs. Lassiter remainperience useful.
and Mrs. Mason McKeel are re- after - a visit with her grand- ed for a stay of about' 10 days with
He should consider SELLING. If
Well,-ne're going to have cold
turning with them for a brief stay parents,. _Mr. and Mrs. B. F. her husband's.parents. She plans to
he has a good appearance, gets
visit her own eparents. in Clinton
1141, and_ Mrs. K. Cs Witherspoon Schroeder..
along easily with people and •can watermelon-served out doors-At
Mrs. 'Frank Holcomb sent last, while she is 'm the state.
• and children, Charles, Arthur and
convince Others as well as himself, Hutchens.
Virginia 'Bess, spent the week-end week with relatives in Paris- and
Fred Stbne, who has been in a
here is a golden field. Few conNashville,
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mayfield hospital following an opcerns in business today have such as these; who approaches the
Miss
returned
Rachael
has
Hood
C. M. Witherspoon of West Main
eration. returned to his home near
enough GOOD salesmen. Few fields employer with frankness and withfrom Lake Charles, La., where she Penny Saturday. afternoon.
street.
offer the same opportunity to out the "help-you-run-the-business"
taught the past winter and has ' Miss Lola Holland accompanied
"push one's self," gather useful in- attitude; who will WORK-not only
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Farris and been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
and
Palmer
Dr.
Tone
Mrs.
and,
formation, expand one's interests. hard, enough to deserve his $8,410,
Mr. and Mrs. C. .M. Witherspoon Herman Doran, She will leave
and "get the eye" of the higher-ups, or $12 pay check. He isn't satisfied
motered to Clinton Sunday and today for Bowling Green for a daughter, Sarah Lou. to the An- end at l'Iorence, Ala.
wil larrive this week-end from
SunWickliffe
in
City
Buried
cient
Mrs:
aunt,
• spent the day with 'their
thus securing more rapid promo- with its size, but he is glad to have
' Miss Mary Ruth Houston ae- Oklahoma for a visit with Mr.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Jag•
day.
*Lam Bridges, and • family.
essanpanied
it while he gets what is much more
Mr. and • Mrs. Leon and Mrs. Oury.
tion.
ger!.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key and Me.
Dr. and Mrs. F, E. Crewford and Roberts to
The Rev. and Mrs. ..0. D. Cole.
Bartlesville,
Oklar,
Thomas McElrath of WilmingThe "ranks-of the unemployed" important, experience, and he looks
Mr.. and Mrs. Bernard_ Whitnell,
daughand
Pat and-Phinesande-Mr. and Where She wilresiSit" With NIF.'and ton_ Del., is the guest of his and Mrs Rudolph Key
--Plant -eines-Pla.. -were --the-Vests Miss Nancy. Jimmie and -Freddie
need not frighten the youngster forward to the time when it will
ter were Sunday dinner guests of who organizes his information and be $25, $A, $50, or more, because
ef the Rei,?. and Mrs. Carroll Hub- Whitnell have returned 'to' Mur- Mrs. I. H. Key motored to Gilberts- Mrs. R. H. Geurin and also plans father, J. T. McElrath.
Jenkins.
George
Mrs.
and,
Mr.
Mrs.,a -H. Van DYlie of Paris,
bard at the latter's home on South ray from Evansville. Ind.. where ville Sunday where they inspected to visit in - Oklahoma City with
works hard te discover openings he has theught, planned, worked.
Mrs. Linnie Jones, Mrs. Ruth
Tenth street Tuesday and Wed- they have made their home for the work now progressing on the Mrs. Roberts, while in the West.
laro, entre. Onie. Hendricks
and
Holley
Okla
river
Mrs.
Tennessee
the
week.
across
nesday. of last
Will D. Geuri& cf Detroit, Mich., of Tampa. F1a, arrived yesterday Holley.
several years and are at home on dam
-.'Malcolm E. Dilday„ postal clerk Sycamore Street. Mr. Whitnell -is there. They reported a great deal is ill with rheumatism...
for a 'vines:with Mr. and Mrs. daughter visited Mrs. Coy Wiggins last week. '
at Amarillo. Tex., for the last 20 associated with Kirk Pool in his of activity at the dam site.
Mrs. Walter Thurman is able Grady Miller.
years and prior to that a well- office supply store.
Dr. Hugh McnIrath' is attending
Mr. and Mrs. Burros Waters, Pa- to be up after undergoing an opeMr. 'and Mrs. Cooper Jones visitknown resident of this county, and
Miss Margaret Graves will leave ducah. spent Sunday With Mr. and ration recently at, the Mason hos- a meeting of the Board of Exam- ed Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins
Mrs. Driciay arrived Tuesday to the latter part of the week for Mrs. James Thurmond here. Mrs. pital. iners of the State Dental Associ- recently.
half
his
spend a few days.' with
E. S. Geurin of Cherry has gone ation in Louisville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Coy Kuykendail
the University of Michigan at Thurmond is a daughter of the
sister, M. Minnie Crawford, on Ann Arbor where she will study Burrus.
on
to Detroit
a business trine
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis and Lena and Ethel were Sunday
South Tenth Street. While here. on her master's degree duririg the
in
were
Hickman Saturday to at- dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul B. Gholson was a business
Mr. • and Mrs. Frank Parggart,
visitor in' Memphis Saturday.
Chesterton, Ind.; Vivian Pare- tend the funeral of Dr. J. 0. Terry Morris.
summer.
Stubbs.
They were accompanied
son
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke visite,*
and
Miller
gart,
Mr.
Cecil
Buffalo,
and
New
Mich.;
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Joe Baker, Charles Mason,
home by Mrs. Davis' -sister. _Mrs. Mrs. Jimmie Orr Saturday afterMartha Jean and . Joe Graves are_evisiting the former's mother. and .Mrs. Don .Parggart and Dor- ..A.' W. Hendirx. who is
spend this noc-n.
Helen Baker, Gary, Ind..
othy
Baker arniesGerie Patterson leit whose home is 'near Crossland.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Paschall
Dr. Hugh M. McElenth will re- spent the week-end with Mr. and wen With them.
where they Will visit Airs. Baker's
Thomas-- McElrath of Wilming- apd children and Mr. and Mrs. J.
the
turn Monday from Louisville where Mrs. Rex Diuguid. 'From
mother, Mrs. J. W. Stilts.
ton.
Del...and his Lather. J. T. Mc- C. Alexander shopped in Paris
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Berry he is new in attendance at a meet- .Diuguids, the -group- motored te Elrath,
were dinner guests Thus- yesterday.and sore pickle, of Marion, Ky., ing of the State Board of Dental Jackson, Miss., by way of Look- day of Mr. and' Mrs.
Gredy
Jackson,
out
and
-Miss:
Mountain
Miss Wanda Sue Jones and Miss
spent Sunday with her parents. Examiner% of which his is a MemMrs. Hall Hood, Oliver, Dickie Verde Mae Tarkington were Satber_
Miss Jenny Wren Coleman- res
Mr.. and Mrs. B. F. Schroeder.
and
Hazel
have
Hood
returned
night guests of Miss Mary
a
was
urday
Lassiter
Virginia
Misstiirned to the home of her sister.
Mrs. Jim Bonduer. Mrs. F. C.
from Ringgold, La., where They Sue Poyner.
Thames and daughter of Anda- Sunday dinner guest of Boenelle Mrs. Rex - Diugnid. on South Tenth
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Street Mile Saturday after spend-. spent ten days with relatives.
lusia. Ala., are guests of the ions-t- Reaves near Belle City.
The folfowing
attended • the were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
ern-sister. Mrs. Clyde Downs, and • Mt and Mrs. Cleo Sykes an- ingethe wnek in .1..-exington attend- funeral of Duke
in
Pettit
Princeand Mrs. Glynn Orr.
nounce the birth of a 9-pound ing 4-H Club Junior Week fesMr. Downs.
To get the best in Insurance Protection at the Lowton Wednesday afternoon: Mr.
Mrs. Jack Key,' Mrs. Rudolph
Mrs. W. K. Guthrie...of Nashville son on Friday morning last. The tivities at the' University of. KenRate consistent with safety and securityest
and
Mrs.
Wallace
McElrath,
were
Paschall
Omon
Mrs.
and
Key
is spending. a week with her child has been named Edward tucky campus.
of
Thomas
MeElraih
Wilmington.
of
visitors
afternoon
Saturday
other
Miss Marelle - Ward returned
father. Will K. Huie, and
Dale.
1. Get a God Insurance Agent
Del.. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris
relatives.
•
Miss Madeleine Sims. beautician Tuesday from Frankfort where
Bill
Rowlett _and
Make hinhe "Insurance Depart2.
Miss Marilyn Mason was the at the Modern Beauty Shop, spent she had been visiting .relatives for Mrs. John
Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Vester
Rowlett. Tom McElrath, Mrs. Barweek-end guest of Mr. and WS. the week-end with her mother, the last several days.
ment" of your business.
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
WEIHugh
McEirath,
ber
Mrs.
in Elizabethtown.
Miss Mary Charles Farris. inHagan
Dick
and Mrs. Oman Paschall.
Sedalia.
in
Sims.
Harve
Mrs.
his advice.
Mrs.
and
Frances
rath,
Coleman
Follow
3.
ire home economies at
struct
Miss Mason will leave today for
Mr. and Mrs.- Gaylon Morris
Mr. and Mrs.' C. S. Marr spent
Barlow high school, spent the Johnson.
responsible for results.
St. Louis where she will meet a
him
Make
4.
HolTaylor
Mrs.
and
Mr.
visited
Eury.
with Mr. and Mrs.
'Hendergroup of college mates from .Gulf Sunday
week-end here with her parent's. .Mrs. ,Joe Chapman of
ley recently.
son-in-law and daughyou will never have
Park College for a reunion at the Smith, their
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Farris. .She son. Kye formerly Miss Virginia
suggestion
If you follow this
Glynn Orr surprised his wife
ter, near New Concord.
Mayfair Hotel.
then left Sunday morning for Busby. was the week-end guest last week by purchasing her a
regrets when your policies become claims.
any
Billy
son.
and
Jr:
Sledd.
and
T.
Parker
Mr.
W.
of
Joe
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter left
Lexington where she will spend
cooker.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Humphreys new combination pressure
Monday to enter Peabody College. Joe. are visitingldr. and Mrs. Byron- the summer in study atethes UniMiss Marguerite Paschall visited
Mr.
of
guests
are,
0..
Edwin
Akron,
of
Mrs.
and
•
Mr.
and
Ellis
Nashville. Tenn.. for the summer.
versity of Kentucky.
Sunday
and Mrs._ Rue Beale. Wednesday Miss Hilda Jane Jenkins
She will teach in Mississippi State Brown, in Flint, Mich. Mrs., Ellis
afterneame
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bishop are the
College in Columbus, Miss., again is a sister of Mrs. Parker and Mr. parents of .a. baby girl born at the evening Bob Humphries of FrankMr. and Mrs. Morris Jackson
fort, state highway commissioned,
Brown is a brother. Mrs. Parker
next year.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Jackson
Lexington.
Lekinglon' . hospital,
INSURANCE AGENTS
Mr. and Mrs: Oscar Barnes and went to Flint with Vernon Hart, Wednesday at 2 p. m. Mr. Bishop was a dinner guest of the Beales. vieited Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
iSori. Hubert,' Mr. and Mrs. Ben who was called back-tn rename his is the son of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mrs. Beale is a sister- of Bob and Jackson Sunday. •
:
Bonding
Casualty
Fire
Julian Humphries.
Rhea and MIA. LiM Hanes attended work with an autombbile conceen. Bishop of this -city.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr vieited
CarSanford.
Ted
Mrs.
,and
Mr.
Telephone
331
week.
this
sometime
return
will
She
the funeral services for Hanlon
Mr. and Mrs. Geerge Jenkins WedMr. Durrelt Padgett and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis ,Key spent Bobby Jane eadgett of Nashville rollton. are venting relatives in nesday night.
Gatlin Building
First Floor
— —
Barnes which wereeheld Wednescounts'. They
this
Marshall
and
former's
the
with
week-end
the
City,
day- afternoon near Union
Jodie Harris, Mrs. Lee Morris.
are visiting friends and relatives are now spending a few days with
parents, Mr. and Mrs ,Orie Key, in Murray.
"It Does Make a Difference Who
anti Mrs. Robert Brewer
Tenn.
•
Mrs. Sanford's parents, Dr. and and Mr.
of Mayfield were Sunday visitors
Writes Your Insurance"
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Wrather and who live near Taylor's Store.
Mr: and Mrs. John Robinson and Mrs. C. E. Howard in Benton.
The parents of Mrs. Nix Craw- son of Milburn are spending the
of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris end
little daughter, Jonene, of Amarillo,
11—
family -- Snowball
Texas. are expected 'to arrive in ford, residents of Princeton. were summer -with Mrs. Lula Risme
the county Monday, June 19, to guests of her and her husband here hoover while Mr. Robinesn is atA MIGHTY FIlAVOR
tending classes at the college.
visit the fdrmers parents, Mr. and Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs. T. A. Key and
Mr. and Mrs.. Shelby Davis reMrs. F. P. Wrather.
are
-Dari.
.Rudy
son,
little
their
turned Thursday from Hot Springs.
Dr. 'Charles Meadows and wife.
.will
and
lath,
he
Detroit
leaving
DOUBLE COLA
the
Ark.. where they spent' several
San Antonio, Tex., is spending
Verne Taverna. Mes..--Sulas nneess .17-1TrerrViletrovrr- frrlf/Eh'NM
SOU Ski - Irieele.nKfli"
s firriftre.
rif near Murray and Mr. andshire man Wednesday night foi:Aise'bini
COLA
Keel and other relatives here.
FACULTY EXPERTS of
trip on the S. S. President. Miss
Mrs. Tennie .Calson of Murray L. M. Gupton of Farmington.
ThiUNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE
Mayfield, Ky.
among
was
Hubbard
Ruth
Mins
Carolyn Johnson, who visited in'
left Menday morning for Louisville
thotie from Crittenden county who Hickman last week and also made
WHAT,ABOUT SOBS?
motored to Murray Sunday in the boat trip. returned, home with
company with Miss Hurl Hubbard. Mr. and Mrs. Davis.
By Charles Williams
who returned- to her sstudiegiO
Mr. and Mrs. Max- Hurt -and
College of Liberal Arts
Professor,
here;
Muglay State Collette. While
Miss ...Geraldine Hurt will'' leave'
Jobs for the young rrinn or woman
the'''Crittenden conntians were Sunday for New York City where
12
'
guests of the Rev. and Mrs. Car- they will attend the natienai. ARE available today-in -spite of
‘
1iitis
7
at
st
youth
that
-statements
feequent
roll Huhleards -WOW reinvention and the World's
Miss Elizabeth Askew left Sun- far
_D c
arilnr_f
.
on
cturn by way present faces the very unnleaeant
Fair.
—on
day fee New York where she will
prospect of a hard. hard world, in
asTh
y
hinegt
NEXT SUNDAY,
visit the World's Fair and from
Betty and Shelby Dann; Jr., which they must work to live, and
whence she Will go on a tour spent last 4.,
JUNE 18
eek With relatives in yet a world which hasn't enough
that will influde on its itinerary Fulton.
jells to go round.
_
Washington, D. C., and Niagara
. "Where 'are these jobs, and what
Mrs.
Wadlingtoo
T.
-Mr.
W.
and
In WIlite and
and
Falls, and many other parts. She of Memphis are guests of their are my prospects of getting just
Colors
plans hi be back in Murray - this daughter. Mrs, J. R. Oury and one of them?" asks the young perfall to attend tett-lege. In Marcie Mr. Oury. W. T. Wadlington. .1. son of 'today.
1540. Miss Askew plans to enter
Memphis
nurse's training at a
University.
We have employea-an expert repair man with
Other Shirls $1.00 Up
Mr. and "Mrs. Jack Sharborough
fourt,•en years' experience on typewriters, adding
and children, Miss Margaret
machines and cash registers.
Graves, Miss Carrie Allison. anti
Bob Carney spent the week-end
We are now in rrosition to give you skilled
at the Sharborough camp near
Waverley. Tenn.
service, with all work fully guaranteed.
Mrs. J. C. Benefiel who has been
•
visiting her mother. Mrs. Florine
-Let tag clean your machine and put it in first
,
Rewlette of Brandon. left Pride)
class condition. The life of ally piece of equip.
for Louisville to join her htrsband who is employed on the Ex,
spent depends upon its proper care. You will find
Of Household and Kitchep Furniture, Corn, Hay,
cursion Steamek.Idlewild
our prices reasonable.
Miss Emma. Helm entertained
Cow and Calf, Sow and Pigs
as dinner guests Saturday, June
—at—
10. Judge and Mrs. Gebrge W.
Allen 'IA"
Arrow and Palm Beach
English of Fort Lauderdale,. Fla.,
Mrs. 151trone English, Mr. and, Mrs.
C. W. Melvin and children. Joe
SEE OUR WINDOWS FOR FATHER'S DAY SUGGESTIONS
.
.
:f
and Nancy,'Mrs. J. L. Ihir:n
Mayfield, . Joe' M. English and
. EQUIPMENT f,
OFFICE SUPPLIES AND
Howard English .tif Wardell. Mo..
E. H. ROSS, Administrator
and Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Berry Or
Murray, Ky.
Murray.
For Mrs. F. H. Smith Estate
Phone 20
505 W. Main St.
T. H. Kerman and ftrinilf-of
Hughes Avenue spent the \week-•
-
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THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE
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SOLUTION
to your
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DOUBLE
QUICK
ENERGY
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Frazee & Melugin

DOUBLE
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A GREAT DRINK
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RIGHT-JOB
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Repair Service

ARROW SHIRTS

Typewriters, Adding Machines
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Cash Registers

$2.00

PUBLIC sALE!

•
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Saturday, June 24
Beginning Promptly at 9:30 A. M.

.50c to $1.00

KIRK A. POOL

•

The Sam Smith Place
2 Miles Southwest of Kirksey
1
2/
Terms Cash

Let Us Wrap Your
Packages In a
Nice Box For
You

25c to 50c
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“Miss America" a Student of MURRAY - SCOUTS Boone
Cleaners
MINERAL COMPANY
Add Coo
Cooling
Unit ELECTS NEW HEAD
Murray Girl in Mississippi WILL GO TO CAMP
"Out in Columbus. Mist_ the Cosmopolitan Girl-Miss Isabel Caldwell McDougal '18. and charmingis a student in Mississippi College
for Women, and takes art under
Miss Martha .Lou Lassiter, da,pgte
ter of Mr and Mrs. Elbert A. Lassiter, Murray_
at chosen by
Miss' McDougal
Cosmopolitan magazine as the most
cosmopolitan girl in America after
7 months of study, interviewing,
and consideration by Miss Faith
Baldwin.
A feature article with various
picture poses of the girl arid a
frontspiece depicting an artist's conaePliten of-tate _Winner -appears in
the July issue of Cosmopolitan.
Misr America for 1939 was 18 on
February 12,. 1439. She is a darkblonde, with fair skin, and blue
eyes. She is five feet three and a
half inches high, and weighs exactly 106 pounds. She is a freshman
at Mississippi College for Women.

SUMMARY

Scoutmaster Denver Erwin Will Be In Command of
Murray Scouts at Camp

Boone Cleaners recently installed
the largest suction fan made to
provide proper
ventilation for
their cleaning shop.
This fan
moves 13.000 cubit feet of air
per minute, which prpvides for a
complete change of air every 45
seconds. This means a continuous
flow of air through the building -at
all times.
Boone Cleaners. invite the pub.
lic to come in and- see this fan
and feel the cool breeze it generates.

.

last week. Reward to finder who
will return to A. H. Black, 525
South 15th, St.. Richmond. had. lp

LOST-70 lb. sack of flour in cloth
sack, lost ,Saturday, Jane 10, on
notify'
Coldtvater
Rd. Finder
Xaller's Earth Mining ls. Parpose
tson, Murray Route
Lexie
••
of t'alloway County •
'.
Organisation
FOR RENT-Unfurnished "apartwin G. Harris. Nashville. resign- ment. Possession about June 20.
ed here Wednesday as president of Mrs. J. B. Farris. Phone 48-J. lp
the West Kentucky Mineral ComFOR SALE-Boston Bull Terrier
pany and M. T. Gossett, also of
male pup. 6-weeks old. Ardath
Nashville,ewas elected _to succeed Canon, 101 North 12th St.
lp
him to the presidency.
The West Kentucky Mineral Com- FURNISHED ROOM ready for ocpany is an organization instituted cupancy, outside entrance, joins
for the purpose Of developing fa- bath. One
from
half
block
&titles for mining and marketing square. Call 166 or call at 210
Fuller's earth, a valuable clay de- South Fourth.
lp
posit. used as 'a' purifying or cleanscane
ing agent. which has been diacover- FOR SALE--4 chairs--wood,
ed hete in relatively large quan- seat, arms. Like new. Kirk A.
Pool Office Supplies, 504 Main
tities.
lc
A mine was opened in 1936. and St.
operated successfully for some FOR RENT-One two-roomed unlength. The corporation remained furnished apartment. Suitable for
intact.
couple; 304 N. 6th St. Telephone
At the meeting Wednesday, James 252-R.
1p
McClure, NasEville, was elected as.
4(tr' '
sistant secretary-treasurer to serve LOSt-Medium-sized white and
in the absence of Q. T. Guier, Mur- spotted female fox hound. Finder notify Whit Imes, Almo, Ken-,
ray, active secretary-treasurer.
lc
The board of directors is com- tucky.
posed of 0. L. toren. Murray; R.
furnished
-4-room
RENT
M. Pollard, Murray. C. H. Brady, FOR
Murray; T. H. Stokes. Murray; Will apartment. Electrically equipped.
G. Halgalle.Nashville; and M. T. W. J. Caplinger, 1101 W. Main
lc
•
Street.
Gossett. Nashville.

tional Bookcase, a sectionaj din- NOTICE-Ice Cream Supper and
ing table with 6 Queen Anne beauty contest Saturday 4snight,
Chairs, Coal Stove, Library table. June - 24, 2 miles South of kirketc. Mrs. Ben Grogan. 311 N. sey, former location Little Rock
lp schoolhouse. Come and have: a
5th. St.
good time. Franklin Curd and
lp
BURROUGHS Used Adding Ma- Rutherford Morgan.
Less
chine. Perfect condition.
1312
W.
Main,
Murray:
TO
DRIVE
than half-price. Kirk A. Pool,
GaS:18c gal. We honor your
506 W. Main St. Phone 20. lc Gulf
Gulf Credit Cards. Grind mow25c; sharpen lawn
blades.
SEE AND HEAR the Famous ing
Hoosier Shot Shots. NBC artists, mowers, 50c. 70 posts for Salt'.
1p
the S. L. KEY.
from
WLS, Chicago-At
PURCHASE PICNIC MAYFIELD,
KY., JULY_ 4. Also a host of A NEGRO CONCERT of Old
other
outstanding entertainers Southern Songs and Spiritualt
from Columbia and NBC Radio will be given at the Lynn Grove
Stations. The PURCHASE PIC- auditorium Saturday night. June
NIC and CELEBRATION will be 17, at 8:00 o'clock. The program
held in a beautiful grove three is under the auspices of the
miles North of Mayfiela, on the Young PeoplFs Organization
Methodist church
Paducah Road, (US Highway 45). Lynn Grove
lc
Continuous from- 8 a. nt. to 11 p. Admission, 10c and 1,5c.
m. PLENTY PARKING SPACE
Barbecue, Sandwiches,
FREE.
Ice Cream and Soft Drinks at
Geed drinking
popular prices.
water free. Accommodations for
fifty thousand people. Admission,
only 25 cents; children under six,
accompanied by their parents,
J29c
free.

Beginning Sunday. June 18. members of. Murray 'Troop 45 of Buy
Scouts of America will leave for
Up to the first of June. the de- Camp Packentuck for a week of
cline in th condition of pastures camp life under. expert supervision.
had not materially affected milk The camp personnel is composed of
production in the country as a the outstanding leaders of this area
whole although, in the dry area and every division of scouting will
from Virginia ndrthward to New be presented by these Scouters.
Denver Erwin, Murray's assistant
York and northwestward to Indiana, production per cow was re- scoutmaster will be in command
ported slightly lower on June 1 of members of Troop 45 at the
than on that date last year. In camp. This excellent camping spot
most sections, the pastures, even is located a few miles from Ozark.
where short for this time of year, Ill., and is iu the heart of a wonprovided good feed, and grain Was derful nature'spet and each day of Winds and Electrical Disorders
Wreak Havoc in Certain
fed freely to Supplement the ra- camp is filled with interesting,
Localities
tion where needed. In' all groups helpful, and wholesome activities.
of States- reports on production The Illinois camp site has been
BENTON. Ky.. June 15-K wind
showed about normal seasonal in- used by the Paducah Area Council
creases in production with pro- for many,years and each camp- storm
of cyclonic
proportiens
duction per cow quite close to the ing season has been a more per- struck the southwestern section of
record high level of June 1 last fect one than the one held the pre- Marshall county Saturday night.
year. Allowing for the increase_in ceding year.
dipping down to do extensive damTry Wallis' Guaranteed
cows, this would indicate that
Hundreds of boys from over this age in one area.
dairy milk production was running area attend this camp yearly and
Three homes were wrecked, and
about 2 per cent heavier.
it is the desire of Scoutmaster many outbuildings were blown
BEETLE KILLER ROSS FEED CO.
• Egg production on June 1. as Ralph Wear that each member doWil: No persons were seriously
The following pattents were ad- indicated by reports from farm of Troop No. 45 attend this camp.
Quart, 10c
injured.
mitted to the Clinic Hospital this flocks, was about 4 per cent above The expense is small. The cost
The four-room frame house of
Kills Other Garden Insects
week:
production at the same season last for an entire week of camp life Glenn Rudd, five miles south of
Clifton Cobb. Farmington. Miss year.
The number of young with expert supervision is only Benton on the Murray highway.
FOR SALE-Globe Wernecke-Sec-.
May Wilson. Buchanan, Tenn.. Mrs. chickens on hand also shows an $5. If the boys wish to carry
was lifted from its foundation and
Dennis Cunningham., fLarnlin. Miss increase of nearly 3 per cent, but more money with them they will
turned over. Mrs. Rudd and their
Mary Singleton, Lynn Grove.Maar there are signs that the inerease find it necessary to put it in the
son were in the house, but suffered
Bert Willis. Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. in the . price of grain, relative camp bank where only a small
Only bruises. The furniture was
Floasie Hughes, Murray, Master to the prices Of eggs and chickens, amount may be used each day.
demolished
and dishes broken A
Gayle Givens, " Murray. Gene is now tending to check the exScoutmaster Ralph Wear issued bed of flowers around the house I Staging a mid-game
rally to
,
Barnes, Murray, Mrs. Macon White. pansion of flocks,
the following statement: "It is my was not damaged by the freak wind. come from behind.
Hazel's fast
Hazel, Garfield Marvel (colored)
The supply of fruits for the wish that every parent see this,
club dumped Cherry by a score of
Outbuildings were blown down.
Murray. Charles Mercer. Murray, 1939-40 marketing season prob- camp site and meet its personnel.
A mile and a half west of the 6-4, at the Crossland field. Sunday
Mrs. Amos B. West. Murray. W. ably will be somewhatiabove aver- The, parents must understand that
Rudd farm, the home of Oclan Dar- afternoon.
D. Martin.. Hazel, Truman ,Bell. age. Record-high crops of cher- transportation to and from camp
The Charltonmen amassed 5 hits
portion
Murray. Miss Evelyn Gingles. Mur- ries and California apricots are must be furnished by interested nall was struck. The back
the house was torn away, shing- to tally 5 runs, while Cherry hit
ray. Mrs. John Toni Burton. -Pure in prospect. Estimated production persons in Murray and Calloway of
5
safeties to push across 4 runs.
V
of peaches, pears. and California county. We need one car to leave les ripped off, and outbuildings de- Patterson,'
year. James Lax, Hazel „
who has worked in the
The wind struck with such
Those dismissed this ,seek _are plums is above -average and the Sunday morning. June 18 to trans- stroyed
two
games
against
Cherry..
is
oat
force,
that
the
concrete
foundation
4 ,
,
June 1 condition points to aver- port at least 3 boys. On the folas follows:
up to his usual form after a seaL
Odol
39cur
xRyi usub
aiarsnt 33c
Mrs. Jim Thompson. Murray. Mrs. age or larger-than-average sup- lowing Sunday morning. June 25. of the stable was ripped apart as son or so lay off from mound
building
was
torn
away.
the
California
we must find conveyance for apXi 17c
Cheslie Farris, Nolan Jetton. Mur- plies of 'apples, grapes,
s
NFeas
i
pt
h
a
b1
ar
0
B
G
10
duty. It was necessary to call
SOAP
or
TUNSID
13.K.
PAG.
A
child's
wa§on
was
slammed
prunes.
Northwestern
proximately 12 boys and also the
ray, Miss May Wilson. Buchanan. figs. and
their ace hurler, Dunn, to the hill
against
a
tree
so
forcefully
that
.
It
and
eastern
in
the
Truck
crops
boys who went up the week before
Tenn., Miss Katherine Dunaway'.
to stem the Cherry stickers.
Lb
Pure Cane 25 lb. Bag$1.25 Fine Granulated
Lynn Grove. Mary Elizabeth Mc- central states were affected ad- must be returned. It is only a few was wrapped around the trunk.
Hazel will meet Cherry on the
Another
which
dwelling
nearby
was
weather
by
dry
versely
hours
drive
for
the
complete
trip.
10
us1k 46c
Dougal, route S. Mrs. Jesse Sexton.
latter's
diamcnd
Sunday
afternoon.
SUGAR
Murray, Miss Harriet Wooldridge', prevailed during the -last half of If any one wishes to volunteer to blown off its foundation.
in the southeastern transport any number of these boys
Murray, Mrs. J. S. Wheeler. Farm- May. but
el Style
Georgia it would indeed be- gratifying to
Clock 24 oz. Sandwich or 24 oz. Homj
ington, W. D. Martin, Hazel, .'1)'u- states of South Carolina.
rainfall was plenti- Troop 45 officials.
andeerctrida,
isut:Ida 8c 2 for 1 t
..Tvwie
210
6oezz
Call me at
man Bell, Murray.
May and truck phone 466 or 55 if you wish to
I/PANROLLS, Doz.5c
Mr and .Mrs. Cleo Sykes an- ful during late
;
3 25c
BREAD 9cfo
in good condition in cooperate in getting these boys
RENT-3-room
apartment
FOR
nounce the arrival of a boy at the crops were
heavy to camp."
There
were
states.
with
private
bath
and
garage.
Lothose
Clinic Hospital this week. The baby
lbg
. 39.
L
StotIli/cht 3ba
aklubs49c Lb.55c
bren1c9he
dac.
rains in the Gulf States. Arkansas
cated on Olive street. Mrs. Opal
pa
lucbkeV
C
was named Neal Allison.
which
Tennessee
western
lc
and
Pittman.
Lb.
bag
cCOFFEE
Murray Baseball Squad To Go
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eldridge of
caused some damage to truck
to Marshall County Sunday
'near "Murray announce the arrival crops.
STREAMLI=. 12.39 WRECKER
Clinic
at
the
Afternoon for Game
pound
girl
lb. sack
of a six
ter s
B0KA
W b io
k 65c
saUcB
c4C.l bCL
"
t s 2:1klb. 752
L
Byeosn
SERVICE, New equipment: 24_
Hospital this week.
wan
FLOUR
With a game scheduled- with hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
EAST ST. :LOUIS. 1.11, June 14Benton's junior ball club for Sun- Service. Charges reasonable. Day
Livestock:
day afternoon at Benton, Murray's phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
HOUSE PLACES
Red Pitted
Coco. Choc. Devil Food
Hogs 7,000; 6.500 salable; steady American Legion junior basebala Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
squad,
coached find managed by and Service.
to
Sc
higher:
bulk
goodand
choice
if
,.(Continued from 'Page One)
170-240 lbs. 6.354,6.40 few 250-270 John Herman Trotter and Ralph_
CHERRIES
2 Noest2ns 25c
LAYER CAKE 32ea 35c
6.15e16.30' 150-160 tbs. 5,85-17 Wear, got down to:serious practice FOR RENT
Furnished Sleeping
"They should extend theii"V
today preparatory to selection of room. Private entrance: modern
Kroger's C. Club TOMATO
velopment to give this area the 6.00; 140 lbs. down 5.50115.70, good
Fancy Pink
a matter of intera starting nine.
conveniences. See Eugene Tarry,
4 24 ,oz. Cans
benefit of tow cost power and a sews 4.50415 25.
Tall
Can
,
Paul Buchanan, youthful right. Jr., 104 So. 12th St.
tic
Cattle 2,000; calves 1,050. 1.410
pretation and in keeprestriction under the plans that
25c
JUICE
hahded
twirler:
shows
loc
unusual
SALMON
ing vi ith our reputahave been formulated and ap- cattle and 1,000 calVes salable; slow: promise from the mound.
His WALLIS' BEETLE KILLER a few good light weight slaughter
an
be
would
Propriation
made
Et Campo Brand"
tion for rigid adhersteers 8.60; good feeder steers 8.75: delivery features a sharp-breaking Guaranteed to Kill Bean 'Beetles.
outstanding discrimination.
Kroger's C. Club
curve, out and down: a sizzling Fleas. Lice, and most all- insects.
lime to our ostn pro"The city of Paducah through its vealers 25c lower; top 8.50; others Ifast-ball: a good drop: and a dis- 10c per qt. "Enough for Ordinary
CI 10c
lessional standards, we
TUNA FLAKES
'
municipal officers is on record steady: heifers and mixed vealings
N°. 225c
GRAPEFRUIT 3 cans
tinct in-shoot. His main weak- Garden". J. T. Wallis & Son. J29c
h o ose to interpret
endorsine the construction of the 7.50si 8.75: beef cows 5.75ii 6.75; cutcontrol.
ness
now
is
in
Embassy Salad
"complete service- as
oilberts011e Dam. ' The dam will ters 4.25(a 5.50: top sausage bulls
The Murray infield, composed of'FOR RENT-3 rooms and bath,
Avondale Brand KIDNEY
meaning
"everything
be the largest type_ dam on the 6.75. Nominal range slaughter steers several regulars from last year, is furnished apartment with elecQuart Jar 23c
25c
regardless of price."
rivers, and will be the means of 7.005711.00; heifers 7,00419.75, feeder reasonably accurate, but needs trically equipped kitchen. Phone
No. 2 Cans
DRESSING
furnishing ample power for this steers 7.00s, 9.50,
4
BEANS
considerable practice. Wear and
entire area." Sheep 1.500; 1.250 salable: steady; Trotter have been devoting most 100. Mrs. A. D. Butterworth. - if
Of course the cost is
Lipton's
expressed
the
Bean
City Manager
part load of good to choice native of their time to infield and-out- ROOM FOR RENT-Furnished for
determined by your
13,; 39c
1-21: ,
belief that "Paducah is within the spring lambs 9 5044 9.75; buck lambs field practice, but have had some
Private
unfurnished.
sleeping
or
choice of appointments.
CAMAY SOAP 3 Bars 17`
area eriginally described by the $1 less; slaughter ewes 2.75 down. scrimmage sessions.
l4
x lb. 20c
TEA bo
Main.
Reasonable.
1308
entrance_
e•Tennessee Valley Authority. It is
The game Sunday will be Murmy opinion that all cities within a
Sincerely,
20 Mule BORAX, 16 oz. box .. 15c
17c
LOST-$10 bill somewhere in town
LUX SOAP, 3 Bars
ray's first.
benefit
radius should
300-mile
I5c
Tuesday. Believe it was lost in
BORAXO,8 oz. can . .
Small
9c
Team
22c,
Lge.
Box
FLAKES,
LUX
certainPaducah
from the TVA
front of National Store or Ten
The
ly does not want to be excluded.
Cent -Store 'about -3:30 o'clock.
Looks like rain again oday and
"Paducah •played a prominent
?Ark 'Minnie Edwards, Brandon.
FOREQUARTER
J. H. Churchill
FANCY TENDER
part in the fight for the construc- I must say we are havAig plenty
It
Ky.
Cuts,
Lb.8c
MUTTON ROAST
Funeral Home
tion of the Gilbertsville 'Dam and or rain over here. Crops are growin a position to ing nicely as well as the weeds.
to
'be
want
bird
baths.
we
SALE-Pretty
FOR
•
Telephone 7
take advantage of anything TVA' Most everyone on this creek has Thirty Such Conferences To Be Also pretty lawn benches. West
c
Pounds
$3.69
50 lb. can
finished setting tobacco. Murray
Murray, Ky.
Lifers."
J22c
,Main. Phone 325.
Held In United States
23
BULK
LARD.
Carr finished' Saturday with a
Daring 1939
_ -FOR SALE7-Lot-near--Col1ege Ad• crop of burley.
dition. See Mrs. Laura Rutledge,
Joe Phillips and Eulas Carr -are
10c
c RIBS of BEEF, Pound
A Conference on Professional
J22p
1100 West Main,
still on the sick list. .,
Relations will be held at 'Murray
I Sc
25
Pound
Lb.
ROAST,
STEAK
BEEF
raS
n
.
ded
B
U
All of Mrs. Jim Barrnett's chilState College en Friday. June 30. LOST-Black Pm
Ho in Murray
dren were called to her bedside President J. H. Richmond 'said
Poinid- - 19c
Whole or Half Side
Sunday afternoon. She has been today, The purpose of this conKroger's C. Club
seriously ill but is reported better ference is to make the teaching
BACON
this morning.
profession to rank with 'the 'proWe Pay Highest Market
Services were conducted Sunday fessions of law, medicine, and
Prices For
c
at 11 o'clock at Azotus Churcrof other professions of high rank.
Eatmore
Christ by Brother Hargis of CalThe first conference of this
Lb. 1O
EGGS, POULTRY.
c
HAMBURGER
,
Pound
Topmost Canned Goods-Best In Fresh Meats
loway. Those attending from kind ever held in the United
and CREAM
10
OLEO
It Is Economy to Buy the Best
Clarksville Were...C.
-agutel Baye of Stag. attaa elltial -tag
er at,,
PEANUT
.
'CCC camp, also Mr. and Mrs. Hu- Peabody'College. Nashville. Tenn.
10c
Pound
Bulk, Pound
bert Gibbs, Mrs Gibbs was form- Thirty such conferences Will probMURRAY
erly Miss Louise Barnes of this ably be neld this year from Ore- FRANKS
BUTTER
15`
gon to the Cariainas, and twenty
creek.
Otis Steele and family of Model of these conferentes will be held.
LARGE
Pure Pork
PRODUCE CO
visited relatives on the creek this tri the South.
Dr. James If. Richm,...ncl. presiweek.
East Maple (Depot) St.
BOLOGNA 2 Pounds 25c 'PORK SAUSAGE 11,
25. 25c
Mrs_ W. F.. Brigham. Mrs. Vernon dent at Murray State. College' will
Brigham of Tharpe. also Mrs. Mur- give the, welcothe'.to.the . meeting_
C. Club Tender
ray Carr and daughter visited Mrs. The speakers for use occasion Will
HAMS Whole or Half Lb. 27c
Frank Miller and girls Sunday af- be Dr. A. L. Crabb. of Peabody
PORK STEAK P714.
College. Nashville, Tenn.. Honorternoon. ,
Mts. Lena Stovely of Standing able Roy M. Shelbourne. Paducah.
24-Phones-25
Longhorn
Perfect in lb.'
Rock Creek is visiting her brother. KY., Dr. H. G. Reynolds, Paducah.
Dixie Brand
Ky.. kanaerintendent Harper GatPound
J. M. Thomas, this week.
2
lb.
box
Crackers
12c
axvto
urre& 19c
ton,- Madisonville. Ky.. Supt J. 0.
Well, it has been just like a
17c
CHEESE
__ 15c
T
F
e
l
Lewis. Fulton. and Walter Jelton. 1 lb. Vanilla Wafers_
MARGARINE
-hospital the paSt week at the home
Paducah,
"
1
lb.'
Marshmallows
'
15c
of Robert, Robertson. First Mrs.
The program- will-begin at. 9:40 'Sweetheart Toilet Soap, 3, bars 17c
EACH
Robertson cut a finger almost off, a. m. and ivill -close at 3:30:
then their shit, James Roy, just
1Oc
Music''will he furnished by the Bay 3 Octagon Toilet Soap for 10e
JUMBO CANTALOUPES
knew he could ride that blue mule. music department of Murray State,
Give you I package Washing
As soon as he hit the route's back,_, College.
Powder
c
he hit the ground. result: a broken
10c
Buy 1 box Blue Supersud..
23
10 Pounds
POTATOES
NEW
I
No.
U.
l'
arm. Hurry James and get that
We have that good cream In all
Give 1 Palmolive Soap
arm out of the sling so you can flavors--Hutchens.
Sr
Nice Grapefruit, each
go fishing with Conrad.
Doz. 15c
88
a iS
ifiuzren,ia
2C
Guess Robby.e Robertson won't
Several Mammoth jacks have 3 No. 2 cans Grapefruit Juice 25c
CAULIFLOWER Hd. 15c
ORANGES
go 'barefooted any more this sum- been bought by ,Magoffin cdunty 3 No. 2', cans ,Tuckahne Peaches 25c
mer as she stuck a rusty nail in farmers
1-4 lb. Peabody Tea and glass 15e
wFainuceysau
her hacit. She is better.
Ilk
1-4 lb. Tea
APPLES 3 Lbs. 15c
-Red.
GREEN CORN 2 Ears 5c
Peabody ('offee, I lb. can .
20c
5c
Bunch
LArge 3D600zeSnize
_ 25c
2 lbs. Ariosa Coffee.
20c
CARROTS
Ill.
. 10c . LEMONS
Oleo
Margarine,
BOGGESS
10c
1 lb. Package Prunes
15c
2 packages Huskies
ONLY, 2 More Weeks to G.et Your Set of Lady
K. C. Raking*Posvder, large can.
Doris Silverware on Special Kroger Offer
'
S FLYING!
TIME
.
19e
_
2 full pounds
A protracted meeting conducted Highest Market Prices Paid
$1.69
Start
sack
Mash,
lb.
25 lb. sack .. 55c
EGG
MASH.
100
by Eld. L. H. Pogue will begin at For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool Snowking Baking Powder and Bowl
25e
50e
the Alm° Church of Christ Friday
Start Mash, 100 lb. sack, $1.99 Egg Mash, 25 lb. sack
night, it " was announced today.'
. lie or 15c
$1.19 Cihick Oats 5 lb. sack
194s We Sill All Kinds of Feed Seed Beans, lb.
Bran, 100 lb. &Asti ,
The Best in Quallty. 'service and Ptiee
Curtis Doran, prominent singer
lee
White Seed Peas, 111.
Chick Feed, 10T lb. sack, $1.69 Hen Set-MCI), 25 lb. bag .. • 47c
Phone 441-13th and W Main
and
musical
conductor
from
May'
PHONE 37
WE DELIVER
TRY 001 BRANDEp • BEEF,
field, will he in charge of the slag=
t
SLICED HAM, AT FRYERS
ing serviees.'
.4mINNINIMIIINMINft
,
(Continued from Page One)

Slorms Damage
Marshall Homes

Clinic Hospital Notes

Hazel Tips Cherry
Club by Score Of 6-4
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CLASSIFIEDS

Junior Ball Team
To Tackle Benton

2

49c

Livestock

Complete
Service
_

a

a

Byrd's Creek

1

Professors Will
Hold Conference

3

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag 63c
21c
Salmon, Fancy Pink, 2 cans
23c
Tea, Lipton's 1-4 lb. and Glass
Baby Food, Beech Nut, in glass, the
safe feeding, 3 for 25c-; Junior
25c"
Chopped Foods,-2-for
Heinz Baked Beans, large cans, 2 for 25c
2 Jello Ice Cream Mix, 1 Strawberry
2k
Jello
90c
Cheese, Cloverbloom, agb. box

•

•

25c
Pork & Beans, 26 oz. can, 3 for
Bacon, Fresh Sliced, No Rind, fine
23c
flavor, lb.
"Corn Flakes, Kelloggs, 2 fcif
1,5c
berrt-Toilet Soap,-"rtia.nd
Lotion, ail for
25c
"Matches, Soda and Salt, 3 boxes
10c
That Good.Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c

•

umismumpoinsa

15

:7-Swarm's Grocery

•

EIODOEICIOngEOD

Protracted Meeting
To Begin at Almo
Church of christ

_
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SECTION TWO
Four Pages
•

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

New Series No. 633

H.E.Barnes Takes CCC Camp Defeats
11.8
Life In Tennessee Pine Bluff Nine
of
in
Former Calloway County. Man
Had Been In Failing Health
Several - Years
\

J. Dale Travis. min of Mrs. W.
Mellteel of Murray. was graduated from the Law School of
Southwestern University in Wash.
ingtsn, D. C.. on June 6. with the
degree of Bachelor of LawsiLL13).
Travis attended public school in
Paducah. He enlisted in 1917 and
served over seas throughout .the
World War. Subsequently he entered the foreign service of the
United States Shipping Board. and
served in London. England until
1932. For the past five years he
has been an examiner on the staff
of 'Use United States Marithifts
Commission in ,Wirshington.

year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year else% here la
'"'"' the State of Kentucky. .
a year to any address
other than above.

$1.cn

$2.00

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon June 15, 1939

No.24
Volume CVII;
_

Colored Group to
Loans Available
Bobbie Tucker Is ,
Sing Spirituals at
Buried on Monday Lynn Grove School For Tenant Farms

The Johnson Family at Their Home

strength
Showing plenty
the hitting department but bein the
through
to
pull
ing unable
pinches, Pine Bluff bowed to the
Murray-CCe-Carrry-Saturd-ay afternoon at the Bluff by a score of
11-8. The Camp gainered 11 safe
blows while the Bluffers smacked
out 13 bungles.
Bourland and Hargrove formed
the CCC battery while Thomas,
Salyers and Elkins waskud for
the Bluff.
L. Busy led, his team mates in
hitting by blasting out 3 singles.
Russ of the CCC held high hunurs
for the day with 3 singles arid a
doukle. Thomas and Salyers gave
only one base on balls while striking out 14 Campiten. Bourland
issued 3 bases on balls and chopped down 14 Bluffers.

Dies Sunday After Siege of
Rheumatic Fever
Bobbie. Tucker, tayear-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tucker. was
buried Monday afternoon at the
Lone ,Oak cemetery .after he had
died Sunday afternoon at his home
nédp Cherry -Corner of a heart disease caused by a s-month's ilLaess
'
of rheumatic fever.'
In addition to 'his parents, he is
survived by a sister, Bettie Jean
Tackier, and both his paternal and
maternal grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Tucker and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Cordon. A great grandmother. Mrs. Ann Williams, also
survives.
The Rev. J. H. Thurman conducted funeral services at Lone
Oak at 2 o'clock •Monday atternoon.

'Mord was received here Tuesda ..eyeining of the death of H.
E.
dap) Barnes of Walnut'Log
Mr. Barnes
1foot Lake.
on
commi d suicide Tuesday afternoon
out five o'clock, while
!Rating ai the front porch of his
home, by shooting himself ivith
a shot gun,\. while other member;
of the familX. were at work in the
field nearby. \, Mr. Barnes was 51
years .o( age *1 had been in ill
ber of years: He
health for a n
returned to his \home at Easter
time from St. Linda, where he had
been taking treatments for the
past two years ands. seemingly,
much improved.
Barnes was widely khown in and,.
With Coach Otis Eldridge using
near Murray. He was, burn and
reared on the west sicN of the Thompscn. Sykes and Melton, the
mainly and lived there int .1 about Pine Bluff nine topped New Con25 years ago. He VAIS the.son of cord Sunday at the Bluff by a
score of 8-4: Pine Bluff tipped the
the late Tel and Emma-Ralmes.
He is survived ' by his Wkdow, Concord battery, R. Fielder, C.
formerly Ellen Eaker; one 'coo. Fielder and Jewell for 8 hits and
Marshall; four grandchildren; 'two held the visityrs to 2 safe blows.
The Pine Bluff Juniors hung up
brothers. Kinley and Toy, all t
Walnut Log; and two sisters. -M - their first victory of the year SunDessie Craig and Mrs. Perola Bark day afternoon by banging out an
nett of St. Louis. Mo. Mrs. Ben \,11-9 victcry over a junior duo
Rhea and Mrs. Liza Hanes of this from Tennessee. The Juniors will
county are aunts of the deceased. play a game Sunday afternoon at
Claude Miller, Lubie and Cecil the Bluff.
Barnes and
Thurmond, Oscar
The regular Pine Bluff outfit
George Rhea are among the num- will'aneet the Murray CCC Camp
erous Cousins, of this county, who Satulay afternoon and will travel
survive.
over into Marshall county Sunday
Funeral services were held near
me4 the Hardin' club.
City.
Union

Travis Graduates
From Law School

$1.00 a

The Five Masters of Harmony-composed of Charles Gatlin Rowlett. Henry Nelson Palmer. G. T.
Skinner, Maola Cogdale. Oind Mary
sing
at.
the
Stubblefield--will
Lynn Grove High School in a
Concert beginning. aturday night
at 8 'o'clock, it was annaunced
-Way. - The group will sing spiritual
songs, in tha nature of the Fisk
Julailse Singers, and will present
Special
two request numbers.
numbers are "Deep River" and
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot". Kelly Milan is director of the chorus.

Adron Doran to
-Hold Regular
Services Sunday

Bible School At
First Church to
Begin Monday

.

G. C. Dyer Says t SA Will Aid
Worthy Farmers to
Own Property
Tenant farmers may place their
applications for loans with the
Farm Security Administration at
any time Isola, it was-. announced
Monday. by' G. C. Dyer. county
supervisor of the FSA,'
Applications may be placed either
with Dyer on Mondays at the WPA
office, or at any time with membe.rsof the county committee, who
are 'B. W. Edmonds, Almo: Roy
Graham, Murray route I; arid W.
C. Cardwell, Lynn Grove.
Dyer said it was believed a limited number- of loans to,. buy
improve farms would be made to
farm tenants and laborers of rees
ognized ability. Loans will be lidited in accordance with money Aar
propriated by Congress„ he aaida--A number of loans to buy farbta
in Calloway county have been aio•
proved already, Dyer stated, de.
daring that some of the famirib
have moved to their new farms.,

Eld. Adson Doran will fill his
regular app-intment at the Hazel
Church of Christ Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and in the evening at 7:30.
Church officials said today they
extended a cordial invitation- to
the entire community to attend
It pays to read our Classified,
The daily vacation Bible school the stry ices.
of the First Baptist church will
open Monday morning with Ralph
D. Churchill as principal and with
a full faculty working under
him.
According to the Rev. Sam P.
Martin. pastor of the church, the
program for the school this year
is larger than it has hitherto been.
More teachers will be employed,
meetings will be more varied, and
pupils at all denominations are
invited.
Car owners everywhere are
Automobiles will make daily
runs for each school session. Feathe new Firestone
acclaiming
sand
tures of interest such as the
table. picture drawings. chalks
Tire as the safety
Champion
and drawings by Harry. Beckman.
sensation of 1939. The only
On the iaaday-'•of the school,, the
children and their instructors will
tire made with the new Safety'
go on a picnic at the" Church Picnic Grounds.
Lock Cord Body and GearIn case students should miss a
Grip Tread, it is setting new
ride to the school and have no
way to go, they can call 75 and a
high standards of non-skid
way immediately will be provided.
safety and blowout protection.

IT'S A HIT!elite NEW

trestone
CHAMPION

Wet Weather Has
Been Excessive
\-Disrupt
Dlnturbances
Eleettiisl
Power Alines. in City
Saturd,ay Night
--,---Rain, electric, and wind stornis
sweeping out of '..the south- ann.
ted to damage
nodthwest contribai\?
to both field and ome here Sat•
urday night as cro lands already
wet were made moreso and electric service was disrubted in MurV
ray.
Excessive rainfall this spring
has keptsfarmers from getting the
most out of their timeyon early
Thousands- a crates ol
crops.
strawberries rotted in Ow fields
ipening
wet weather.
of
because
of wheat has been delay
Many farmers have been nable
to get all their corn plant _because of wet lands.
\

Billington Goes To
Hazard To Hold
Protracted Meeting

Equip your car today and have
this extra safety NOW!

The Rev. D. W. Billi:gton, pastor of the Scott's Grove Mission- Firechief and Skychief Gasoline—Morfak Lubrication,
ary Baptist church, left Wednesday
Texaco and Havoline Motor Oil
This happy family group includes Keen Johnson,Ifichmond editor and candidate for Hazard. Ky.. and the coal
will
he
where
region
that
of
fields
household,
Johnson
the
of
pride
for the Democratic nomination for Governor, Judy,
condact a 3-weeks' meeting.
and Mrs. Johnson on the lawn -OF-Their
_, Richmond home.- „-Last year in two protracted rc‘5,
vival meetings at Hazard, Mr.
Marvin E. Harvey of College Adhim wide eyed and with deep Keen had completed his common Billington added 70 new members
ed
County,
Lyon
section
of
rural
a
In
pieparing in adiance to check
Phone 52
dition, and Lillian Lowry, of this
school education and was ready for to the churches at which he Corner Fourth and Walnut Streets
near' Brandon's Chapel, some forty- attention.
city, are represented in one or more blue mold if it should attack ',to- three years ago there was born to
education,
preached
further
soon
by
and
swiftly
sped
Years
of the four anthologies which Hen- bacco beds, Hart county farmers a "circuit riding" Methodist preachry Harrison, New York poetry pub- held demonstrations on sprayiag. er and his wife, a son—Keen Johnlisher, is issuing, it was learned
son, now seeking the Democratic
here today. Three of them "Eros,"
nomination for governor.
"Sonnets." and "Music Unheard," C. S. Lowry, head of the Soda'
Though since that lime this
are out today; and the fourth. "The Service Department of MurraA
who first had his glimpse
North America Book of Verse," will State College. She has gained con- s youngster
siderable attention locally for her at things in Lyon County has been
appear shortly„
,a soldier, a newspaper reporter, a
Mrs. Lowry "Is the wife of Prof. talent.
tc untry editor and co-publisher and
itor of a daily newspaper, his
look on life and the conduct of
affairs still react to influencl§
t t shaped his early life in mat
Western Kentucky. •
keen's early years were much
the same as those of any other
yodng boy growing up in the region' of Kentucky known as "bet*ekn the rivers." He hunted, fished nd went to school along with
othe boys of his own age and
church regularly ., cacti
atte
""•
Sundiy,
Thd latter was not only an obligation but a requirement of his
minis* father 'who was providing
the religious life in an area that
in a span of several yeafs included
Lyon, ',Livingston. Crittenden and
Caldwell counties.
-44
As' a'tr•hth Of five Keen -had i4
firmly mpressed upon him forever
that re igien was an expression o7
things that are different! Swim, dance, hike,
faith tItat must be considered serout in the sun! That's the first thing you should
iously. 1
travel, canoe, ride ... do new things .. . things
look for . . . a place where you can bask, relax
One Sunday while his father expounde the gospel in Brandon's
you've never done before! Be a vagabond and
and play in the sun. Seek out a sunlit haven for
Chaper, een.amused himself playwhat relaxation is!
know
despite
pews
ing in the aisles and
your vacation.
warning ilooks from his father. The
breaking point arrived quickly. The
Rev. Johnson with one last glance
of warning. stopped his sermon,
what millions are doing! Do what you dreamed
where the crowds are going! To the beaches.
left the pulpit, marched doWn the
of all last winter . . . go on that beach party,
aisle. took -a -firm grasp on hii
To the Fairs To,the Coast. To the Lake. Plan to
erring son and took those measures
enjoy outdoor picnics, take the family for a
Every day you can depend on the .prompt arrival
usually eserved for the wiaalahed.
bring the entire family . . a duty every man
Rf.your SUNBURST Milk Man with his cargo of
_Seating his son in an empty pew.
week-end to the country!
owes to his family's enjoyment.
Pasteurized
the-lather •returned to his pulpit.
4
'Good Health for you and your family.
the
while
sermon
his
completed
Sunburst Milk, Sweet Cream Butter, Cream and
now gubernatorial candidate watch-

Murray Poets Have
Works Published
-

endon's Texaco Station

Whatever You

Wherever You
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ts

YOUR

444

MILKMAN
0
re
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DO

ON TIME

GO

T

DO

1>

Buttermilk are constant in quality, freshness, and
purity throughout every season.
JUNE IS NATIONAL DAIRY
PRODUCTS MONTH

0

KODAKS to LOAN
—at—

STUDIO
LOVE'S
North Fourth Street
INSURANCE

Telephone 191

Murray Milk Products Co.^

•
•
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liability, Compensation,
Health and
Accident

L. E. OWEN

CO

to the distant fjords of Alaska . . . or go to the
restful proximity of Reelfoot Lake. Wherever
you go ....-'make this summer a time for real
summer vacation enjoyment.

DO

things that interest you! Play golf, see the Fair,
play tennis or bridge or swim ... or whatever
you have in mind. Or just leaf! The world is
yours to enjoy all summer!

GLADYS SCOTT'S
FOR THAT COMPLETE SUMMER ENSEMBLE!.
Latest and Complete Summer Fashions at Prices You Can Afford to Pay

WE WRITE RONHs

Phone 159—Murray, Ky.
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Gifts or a s ay Next Sunday, June 18
•

Protect From Fire

THE LEDGER & TIMES •

The pleasure and profit'to be gained from summer homes and
camps Gan be transformed easily intostritgerly and IOSs by fire. These ,
temporary homes, by their very nature, call for greater vigilance during
Men's Derby Rib
week-end and vacation occupancy.
7
The use of kerosene for lamps and stoves is a common source of
S
fire. But if a few simple rules are observed, the danger can be glitati2.
port
reduced. Fill lamps and stoves in the daylight so you can see what you
are doing. Store kerosene and all other flammable liquids outside the
('raw neck or "Boat Sail" style, short sleeves,
house. Use a tank or drum that he a drill-Proof faucet and keen a .
„,ebadteerbsanrcib
oine-aisowid
t.
in
e. ,
l olumebeadndeomta
c.
f rfeienn
a .oG
v. at
Mt
drip pan under the faucet. Never start or hasten a fire with kerosene
and large.
or any other flammable liquid. It a portable kerosene heater is to . bc , contrasting color trims, Small, medium
used, make sure it is one listed by Use Underwriter's Laboratories..

For

Men's Top Style Cool

Light and

Dark

STRAW HATS
sailors and Soft Straws, Novelty Straws,
Bankaroos. Leghorha, Toyos

FANCY PA-TTEPI

ANKLET SOCKS

15

Men's 25c "Lasex Top"

0 Cheaper!
And Round Tr_ip 105
MESISILISIr

GUY:Or

-WHITE BAGS
Shiny Patent Leathers
Novelty Fabrics
Leathers patterned after
and New Vori fashion
en. Beautiful linings;

0°
0

and
Paris
leadcoin

purse and mirror. $1.00 values.

88c

Sheer
Summer
Dresses

GOWNS
49c

Sheer, soft batistes, cheerful
patterns, fast colors. Made into full brigth gowns and twopajamas
piece, aide leg
Small, medium and large
sizes. 69c values!
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Sanforized Shrunk Boys'

Mary
Aron
Jam(
Satui
Cut,
Cryd
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day
Sato;
ones
Mr
Willi
of IN
noon
mom
E.
noon
-Hi
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SLACKS
79c
Big variety of novel patterns
Us stripes, zsz-zags, checks.
Fast to washing and will not
shrink. Cool, neat fitting
'larks, handsomely styled ...
cost but little. Sixes 8 to 15.

Triple Spun Sheers

29c BROAD('LOTH

Men's Reg. 25c "Fitrite-

SLIPS

Silks Acetates

For Girls 4 to 14 Years
aide, built-up-shoulder
straps that don't slip down.
Made of fine, easy viashine
broadcloth, earetully sewed
and in full sizes.

Stripes, Florals,

11.1Ve

Pastels

Shirts and Shorts
Panel or swiss rib, aline
collon athletic style undergierts. Colorfast broadcloth
shorts; nice assortment of flea
patterns. All sizes.

19c
Girls' Taffeta Slips 39c

Children's New Summer,

Ladies' Full -.fashioned

SILK -HOSE

WASH SUITS
-49c

T.Aints- TTLE'llASSItiirofjy
PURE THREAD
Chiffon and service weights.
A new, shipment of all summer shades.

Sport sailor collar and button-up blouses serth wide leg
shorts. Solid colors, print lops
and two color combinations.
Fast color broadcloths. Sizes
2 to 8.

49c

as give their children.

_
-ft-might- be wise for parents with open minds to-visit the centrally
located schools there their chirons would go upon the event of con-1 solidatio'n rand view the_ conveniences for both study and play that
,.eould be at their disposal-Corlvenrences that would not. be present
Jri the. rural rwhool
.

SHOES

DOWN GO ROUND TRIP COACH FARES
To all Poieta he the Southeast
Inetsding WASHINGTON, O. C., NEW VORIS, N. Y.

4. 0,

britti
Jot
Jim
britU
Weds
Ob
Dolt(
urda;
of 13
Mace

Yd. L7s.__

•.
The solution might-lie in an attempt by citizens of -communities
'Wherein. cdnatilldatiGh Is contemplated to understand the motives of
such a move.
esSOle purpose of consolidation is, to give the child opportuni.4e1
'sistisersave.-Its purpose -is to AP-VC OOt.
.--potelteigr-czacc:itzeilon-wikor niit...prartiont4o koseS,OsS*'s-S4S94.rall00...
.7*ansportation facilities were lacking, and the larger
were notlavailableschools were in greaSsineasure inaccessible.
ei
There arelew persons in Calloway county or elsewherf who _jyould
pot give their children every educational opportunity possible. .The
opposition Os consolidation is largely due to the failure of parents to
recognize the immensely -greater service in education- the larger school

•

"Ui
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No garters needed . . comfortable elastic tops hold them
up. Attractive selection of
colors and patterns. All site)
for men and soouths.

$1.98
$2.98
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69c 98c
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• Neat Stripes! •Novelty Soukup! • sport
Tweeds!.•Cheeks! • Monotone Stripes;

Ties for Dad 19c to 49c

So if you are oats who does n' have a job-stop and think.'What
have 'you done for yourself to help your Own condition' Opportunity
larger'
The question of 'Consolidating 1-room rural schools with
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new'
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soimeting
argued
create
to
gy
be
to
enougb,..ener
obvious
too
are
has
who
ten.
systems whose advantages
one of the ones in
a day.,-keep trying. Real happiness comes from a delicate one. The delicacy lies on the side of sentiment alone, and
Rome Wasn't built
'achievement.
if nothing else can be .said for it, that sentiment is worthy.
Did you ever stop ,to -think-There are other uses for dark- fired
It is.,yyortlay in the sense that citizens who have loyally supported
• tobacco? Some day. somebody will discover-them. Why not you People a c‘infriunity school.feel a certain regret in giving up an institution
here, who are born and reared in the dark fired belt, have more that more or less has become a, part of their lives, a neighborhood Maknowledge isf it Allan all the scientists in the world's laboratories. Fronk chtidn, in a large mea.sure as much a part of the area it serves as the
you must-ciinie these new uses, and creation of a new market.
local church. •
- .
But it is a sentiment that' is- chronic- and undermining in that it
leprive5 chilcirerl in the rural community of advantages only the larger
,.hool could give and‘which the district school can neither afford nor
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Colors

98c Litt I.98s

Would You Enjoy Waking Up Some
Morning and Find No Employment?

Shall We Consolidate the Schools?

Beyoi
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- Don't make ,improper alterations or ,extensions of electric wiring
Guard against over-heating of stoves which are near woodwork: the
usual sheet of metal attached to the woodwork is of little value in pro
os,.ozt) JAk4487Men! Look! New Shipment of $1.45
jetting against ignition. Smqkepipes should not pass through walls or
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District arid nary .afal.
lath.
wood
with'SANFORIZED SHRUNK
-wood-or.
ons
ElsewhereStewart Counties, Tenn.. $1 00 a year: KahtutIty.
Advertising Rates and Informarton about Calloway County market
Burn accumulations of rubbish and litter in a metal incinerator.
furnished upon application.
them unattendeçl
Editor. When fires ,are started outdoors never leave
We reserve the right to rejett any advertising, letters to the interest
for the best
lecause summer homes and camps usually are remote from fire
or Public Voice items, which in .our opinion is not
of our readers.
departments, and since water is not always readily available, keepre
They Smooth the Wsp to Hot Weather
Economically
Comfort.
pails and pump tanks or fire extinguishers on hand and know how to
use them. If there is an extinguisher in your car, that too affords valCrisp, freshly unpacked, brand
uable fire protection to the summer home as well as on the road or new shirts! Attractive patterns
in a oven madras and lustrous
in ahe garage.
broadcloth. Also icy-cool looking
burn
don't
life,
your
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you
if
automobiles,
And speaking of
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C
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Throwing
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windows of yotir car as you pass along 14 to 17.
the
of
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cigars
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arettes
from the scientific point .of 'view. _ great loss of life and property. Use the ashtrays
school the road, may cause
Pointing out that there are several hundred thousand high
by the ear manufacturer for disposing of stubs and ashes. Ansi
provided
graduates each ,year. atscLa proPortionate number ofcollege ,graduates, be sure you haVe plenty of ashtrays around that summer camp or cotof gainhe said the seal problem confronting them was-to find means
tage.
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ful
-Do -your part to protect your life, your property, and the great
and
seekers
job.
are
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against -fire
outdoors
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and not
..,clung---seciung a homy, and working .for the other fellow,
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ment for all
ALSO WHITE WITH BROWN
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a
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.
30
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well. but Hwy-know-with the sure' certainty of fate that if rescue
and
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Baseball in Murray

SEE HOW CHEAP YOU CAN TRAVEL:i
SAMPLE FARES FROM MURRAY, KY.

This year marks the hundreth anniversary of baseball.-a game
that has grown uneil it has become the most popular of all American
TO
pasttimes.In the heart of every. American boy springs the sporting instinct
$ .60
Paducah, Ky.
-in 'the- exercise -of baseball.
- op
I and it finds its most rapt expre:Wii
75
1
.
.4-0
Paris, Tenn.
exploits of Johnny' Vander Meer,
the
to
thrill
not
2.35
What boy does
1.30
Jackson, Tenn.
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feel
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1.95
Tenn.
,
Somerville
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matchless
the
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Bahe
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2.55
Memphis, Tenn.
3.80
With predossional baseball being played all,. arourid; it is fotino
2.10
Nashville, Tenn.
2.20 that oh the Centennial of .baseball this city should have organized Its
1.20
.-Lexington, Tenn.
7.95 youngsters into a playing unit.
4,40
Chattanooga, Tenn..
11.65
Yesterday. Murray's Junior Baseball League was formed, a oars.
6.45
Atlanta, Ga.
of last yeard movement, and the junior worthies will play'
ganisatom
1
19.9(
11.05
Fla,
le,
Jacksonvil
games with any team in 'their class ig the area.
•
Cilver Poiotts
Coreo•porodlinri
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,
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Leagues may beckon.fi,od- that with due emote. Stinie of- the highest
For details consult your Coca; Agent
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woFict are-thoserld
paying jobs
.
•
- .
Support. it the thing the _Jon or -leaguers' nerd. and 'that support
r
liaSTE rs'from.thelr parents' and from, otx,-CY red-blooded lover
4-cloar Foort in CallOwae county.' Here's to the future of baseball
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• Hand Woven Sandals
• Punched Sport Oxfords
•T-Strap Sandals
•Peepihg Toe and Backless Heel
Styles
•Ties, Cut-Outs and Many Other
Wanted Styles!
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-- ---------- - -Bible Schoql are especially urged The school will continue until furcompetent teachers.
ther announcement.
Mrs. Bowden Ford of Murray route
The Sunday-school meets at 9:30 to be present.
"Co-operation and 'Industry," will
Praypr meeting each Wednesday
four.
with Mr. C. A. Hale in charge and
be the topic for the morning serevening at 7:45.
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I know ls mine and 04 thiti I Macedonia way.
Phillips, who is in
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vothoot days, are allnaCigt _around
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C
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future time
a while.
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the
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our children.
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has been sick is some better.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
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Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and who
church, at the morning worship
Most of the farmers are through
arm is broken,
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Steele,
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Service, next Sunday morning, The setting tobacco and planting corn.
The past is kved and, never to son were Sunday visitors of Mr. went to Murray Saturday to have
service will begin at 10:45.
and Mrs. Errette Williams.
return
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
treated.
Visits have been numerous. Mrs.
Mrs. Linda Simmons was a Sun- it
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Classes for all ages. Experienced
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on World-tamous

National Income Drops 10 Per Cent
In 1938
NEW YORK, N. Y -The national
income dropped 10 per cent in 1938
compared with- the previous year.
the NationalIndustrial Conference
Board estimated. today. The board
is a research organization supported
largely by Contributions from private business corporations.
According to its estimates, based.
upon a survey completed by its division totaled $69.400,000,000, and
1938 intotte $62,500,000,000.
Based on accompanying inCreasi.
of population, by 958,000, per capita
income decreased 10.6 per
the same period, the board -said.
Per capita income for 1938 (national average) Was $400, compared
With the previous year's $537. the
board 'said. The states of Alabama,
South Carolina, North Dakota,
Tennessee, Georgia and Kentucky
ranged from $219 to $279.. '
In Boyd county. 4-H lessons on
how to make breakfast muffins
was voted one -of the most popular_
al' the year.

U.S.

FRANKLIN PLAN

$568

MERIT LOAN SYSTEM

4.40-21

The Franklin Plan Merit Loan Syst,u,
offers available cash credit up to $3''
to husband and wife or single persons

TINE

ini

PLAIN NOTE

- SIZE

PRICE
5.25-17

7

5.25-18

6.50-16

58.20
$10.84

* 6.50-18

$14.36

5.50-17

$6.40

4.75-19

$7.24
$7:48

PRICE

S RUBBER COMPANY
'
LIFETIME GUARANTEE BY UNITED STATE

For a Small Home

Big plans, yes, but they're strictly workable, fit-right-into-the-budget
plans. - Waiting "till your ship comes in" went out of fashion when the
new FHA Plan made small-home financing easier.

• cr,
A'home of your own is no
longer an extravagance,
hut a sound investment in
comfort z*S - well as security,
Insured loans up to $5,400
.may finance as much. as
90 per cent of the total
appraised value Of your
house and grodnds.
The interest rate is limited
b'y law,

YOUR
TO APPLY-You may use Itny of
the three ways. Every request receives our prompt attention.
our
I. Telephone- un. Tell us of
money needs.
2. Cut this ad out - write• your
name and address on It - and
mall to us.
is
5. Can at ian...-sonvial•atir located Private coni,ultation

very much like paying rent, except that the
Monthly payments are figured to suit individual incomes,
monthly payments Make You the OWNER of your home.
Loan. all you need' d3 is come ilo.wn, and talk
We have the plans-We will assist you in securing P.II.A.you get a new home or remodel one of your ow-ii
help
we
May
.
Obligation
it over. Information without
•this Summer?*
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
&- Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Around Paschall
School

Appreciation of Mrs. Eva Guthrie
Mrs. Eva Guthrie asked me to
write ina rny news column how appreciative and thankful she ts for
every kind deed that has Wen
shown her and her five little children since her husbada was buried
•
several weeks ago.- -.
Mrs. Guthrie wishes are that-1f
ever any of you need help she
may return the favors shown her.
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On Saturday, Jithe 3. Eliiha Key
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reports 'while se work he noticed
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two snakes. both' being in one tree
Sold On a Money Back Guarantee near Fred Corroll's house He hastily went home for his gun' and
fortunately he killed both snakes
Yoqr Fenster Drug Store He states one measured 8 feet n
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